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TV director, BARRY CAWTHERAY, filming the Walkers' Japan visit,

Beads "-was sitting on a large
suitcase
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sends us this brilliant report of it

manager Maurice
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614 eis.

"Baby

alias

caewb4A,A4

LoNIPN

GARY -WALKER- alias
"Leeds,"

1968

King's London flat at 8 a.m. on
a miserable Saturday morning.

A self-administered dose of nose
drops had proved ineffective.

" I've had this 24 hour flu for

three days now." he sniffed as we
piled into Maurice's vast Pontiac.
A near fatal brush with a 73 bus
reminded Gary that he had forgotten to pay his car insurance. ' Do
you know it costs me over £100 to
insure-a M IN 1!- he reflected
sadly.
We

stopped

OT E S ALAI
secreted

" We're picking up Scott." explained
Maurice. This didn't surprise me for
although I had only recently been at

Scott's place in Regent's Park, he
finds it necessary to move almost
monthly as the fans discover his
latest hideout.

The glass door of the ground floor
was opened by Ralph Garnett,
" Big Louey " and generally
spoken of as one of the best road
managers in the business.
We descended into the gloom of the
den, and in the dim red light it was
just possible to discern a very hairy
pad indeed. Swedish style decor
a large kitchen, bar and an even
larger stereo operating at maximum
countless records 'and,
volume .
huddled in a corner . a familiar
figure. Scott Walker, alias " Engel,"
alias " International Cabaret Star "
(a send-up title conferred on him by
Big Loney), shook his head ominously.
" What a night, man. Didn't get
to bed at all!" It appeared that after
a night's celebration on the town,
with un-named
Scott had headed,
girlfriend, towards Covent Garden
market, where he knew that certain
pubs operated a special "porters "
licence. " But they figured we didn't
look like workers so we had to split."
flat

alias

.

.

He frowned: " I gotta feeling this
jinx night." This observation
was greeted with heartfelt cries of
" Shut up Engel " and " Get in the
car "
Pausing only to hear a possible
track from his next album `Scottll,"
a Tins Hardin composition shatteringly well sung, we made our way
to London Airport.
Having got past a large crowd of
fans and customs, we boarded the
plant for Copenhagen. Gary ceremoniously continued the nose -dropping
ritual and Scott fell promptly and
soundly asleep. John was due to meet
up with us in Japan, having flown
is a

from Los Angeles, where he had spent
Christmas.
On arrival in Denmark. where we
were due to change planes Scott stag -

Leeds,

From Bangkok we flew over the
Although the New Year
truce was operative at the time, we
were flying in a regular civilian air
corridor. Ironically, alt this point in
the journey, we were served champagne and offered orchids with the
New Year compliments of Thai Airlines before partaking of a four
course " festival " luncheon.
Mekon River and looked out at South
Vietnam.

Flashback to when they were WALKER BROTHERS (I to r) GARY,
SCOTT and JOHN.

SCOTT CHATS UP RUSKY

.

Shut up:

laugh -a -minute

about 11 o'clock the following
morning; the scorching temperature
$9 degrees!

Last leg

.

.

by

during one of his not infrequent practical joke phases.
We touched down at Bangkok

of

outside a block

modern flats in South West London.

BIRDS

IN SLAVIC!

gered drowsily to the airport lounge,
observing that the Danish people are
beautiful

.

like children. He settled
the Main Concourse, and
.

feet up, hat over his eyes, on two

chairs

in

proceeded to sleep through a babel
announce of multi-lingual flight

messes, call chimes, crying babies and
" jolly " music.

None of us was looking forward

to the next " hop " of the flight

over

the Baltic, Moscow,

across

the Volga to Tashkent.
The six English musicians (rhythm
section of the Walker Brothers' backing group) who, along with road
managers Bobby Hamilton and Louey
and John Walker's personal manager
Barry Clayman made the party 13,
were all eagerly anticipating stretching our legs on Soviet soil.
On landing, however, our passports
were removed by a very large Russian
officer indeed, clad in what organist
Johnny B. Great laughingly called
" Gestapo gear." The officer appeared
totally unmoved by the chirpy
repartee, which slowly died on our
lips as we made our way to the

ornate, but sombre, airport building.
It was 2 a.m, local time and very
cold.
Although we were in an " International' airport, it was impossible

to obtain a cup of tea or a drink-

or even buy a post card. The only

" divertisement " offered was an exhibition of photographs of the OctoFortunately
ber
revolution!
equaniminous Gary Leeds got

the
our

spirits rising by claiming emphatically that a picture taken in Red

Square in 1912, was in fact the first
known photograph of the Small Faces.
Certainly the callow youth alongside
Lenin bore an uncanny resemblance
to Stevie Marriott!

Meeting
Scott,

meantime,

had

embarked

upon one of his " meet the people "

expeditions, and was discovered in an
out-of-bounds administrative office
talking earnestly (and occasionally in
aotual Slavic tongue) to a group of
" homely " women, who eyed him
uncertainly throughout.
We flew on through the night-over
the Himalayas, across India, dividing
our time between sleeping and search-

ing for a bottle of champagne and

a large chunk of salami, purchased
by mistake by Barry Clayman in
Copenhagen. Certain subversive ele-

ments in our party went so far as
to suggest that these items had been
removed by a foreign power, but they
turned

up eventually,

having been

After a spectacular landing at that
most spectacular city, Hong Kong,
we embarked upon the last leg of our
journey to Osaka, Japan.
On arrival, we were greeted by a
frenzied crowd of two thousand fans
waving banners, proclaiming: THE
SHINE AGAIN,
GONNA
WELCOME JOHN, SCOTT, GARY
and HE.BE COMES GARY.
Conquering hero Engel, arms raised
SUN'S

high above his head to acknowledge
the welcome, stepped down from the
plane in an explosion of flash bulbs.
Leeds followed, glancing sheepishly
from the crowd to his boots, wearing
his best heel -kicking "gee, shucks!"
expression.
We were rushed through the customs formalities, then drove along an

impressive network of flyovers and
underpasses in a police escorted

motorcade to our hotel.
En route, we were overtaken by a
car, in which we could see the lanky.
waving figure of John Walker, whose
American plane had landed within
minutes of our own.
Rehearsals began at 10 am in the
Osaka Festival Hall, a two thousand

seat theatre. similar in design to the
Royal Festival Hall on the South
Bank in London. A Japanese brass
section joined the band, along with
interpreter, who winced visibly as he
relayed Scott's musical admonitions.
New Year in Japan is a three
day, shutdown operation. Not only
are shops, bars and restaurants

closed, but the live entertainments
tend to start very early in the day.
The Walkers first concert began at
noon !
It was shortly before this time that
we came face to face with Gary's
much heralded, but so far unseen
" lab gear " fOr the show. Purchased
at heaven knows what cost from guess
which shop in Baker Street, it could
cruelly but truthfully be described as
something Bernie Winters might have
got away with on the opening night
of colour television.
The indescribably styled jacket was
bright saffron (so you need no longer
wonder where the yellow went!), the
shirt was dark red, the trousers Cur-.
quoise. Before the show Leeds tried
to persuade Engel to wear an identi-

clad fans appeared round every corner, sighing.
The two concerts were held the
following afternoon at the gigantic.
Korakuen
Stadium
and
each
attracted an audience of ten thousand coke -drinking, popcorn chewing, appreciative young Japanese.
The first show was recorded for
television and at eight o'clock the
same evening we dutifully arrived at
the Hilton's tenth floor President
Suite as guests of the Japanese tour

shade.
But Scott decided the effect was

shpw.

cal coat-in a sort of " bluminous "

not so much Beau Brummel as Bo
Peep. So, mumbling " I'm so conservative," settled for a black suit.
At this point John entered, decked
royally in purple frock coat and white

lace ruffs; he towered majestically
over everything and inspected the

many good luck cards and presents
sent in by the fans.
It must be said, in Gary's defence,
that his sartorial judgement proved
saund with the audience. They loved
it. And they loved him, for in Japan
Gary can do no wrong; he is a big.
big star, probably the most popular
Walker Brother.
After the concerts we flew to Tokyo

and checked in at the swish Hilton,
where much of the Bond " You Only

Live Twice " movie was shot. Mysteriously, dozens of diminutive, kimono-

promoters.

King size
Gary accepted a large brandy and
John an even larger scotch as they

settled down to watch their telefilmed
Numerous

'phone

calls

to

Engel's room failed to persuade him
to watch the show " en famille."
The programme was greeted by the
boys with alternate bouts of cheers,
criticism, cringing, and general falling about. Very nearly drowned in a
sea of cheers came " Land Of 1,000
Dances," " Make It Easy On Yourself," " My Ship " and many others.
The Walker Brothers have had four
No Ones in Japan in the last few
months and could undoubtedly have
as many more as they wished.
As our Japanese hosts said-till
now the kids in Tokyo have associated that stadium with the Beatles,
who had a big success there over a
year ago. From this week, however,
there can be no doubt that for thousands of Japanese pap fans, it will
be re -dubbed: " Korakuen, where the
Walker Brothers played!"

NEXT WEEK

More about the WALKERS

Visit to the home of a
ROLLING STONE

NMExclusive
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Early BEE GEE pictures
with captions by themselves

.

.

WE thought for a laugh we'd
get the Bee Gees themselves to
pen the captions to these Australian

snaps of the group, taken a few

years ago. Here are their efforts
and beneath them what actually was
going on in each picture. The first
is from Barry Gibb for the picture
on the left
" Excuse me, Tom, but
you're sitting on our big
:

brother."
And the NME's caption.
MAURICE (left) and ROBIN pictured with TOMMY STEELE. The
three Gibbs at that time in Australia

their own TV shosi,
running and Tommy gave them a
box for his concert in Brisbane,
inviting them to meet him in his
dressing room, where this picture
was taken, after the show.
(1960), had

For the picture

on the

Robin Gibb came up with

right,
:

" Clothes really maketh the
man."
What it actually represents :

(L to r) MAURICE, ROBIN and

BARRY performing in a Sydney
restaurant in 1963. " I remember,"
Robin reminisced, " that there
were

only

about two people in
the audience."

ALL ABOUT THE GHOSTLY
GIBBS
by Nick Logan
OUTSIDE, beyond the undrawn curtains, evening was prematurely
descending over the rain -lashed cobbled street. A stuffed leopard

and a stag's head loomed threateningly over the dimly lit room.
Bee Gee Barry Gibb, standing in for Boris Karloff, was recounting
the tale of his brother Robin's ghost.
" One night Robin was in bed in
the house he's just bought when he
heard a noise from the next room.
It sounded like somebody picking
up the phone to ring and then
putting it down again. He heard

complete the scene. Barry con tinued : " Mum and dad have got

" He sat up in bed and suddenly
the figure of a man who looked like

quietly listening throughout, offered
his own ghostly tale. " Colin and I

this twice.

a sailor appeared at the door. He

had these awful staring eyes. Then
he was gone."
A blazing log fire and a swirling
mist were all that we needed ;to

a ghost, too, at their place. Some
fellow was murdered at the house
a long time ago and he appears
every now and again."
Maurice Gibb, who had been
stayed in this old hotel

once.

I

was sitting on the bed reading at

night when I felt something press ing down on the bed, as if someone
had sat down beside me.

" I tried to turn round and

shout

out

to

Colin.

But

I

couldn't speak or move."
Maurice gave us a frozen expression and looked suitably tonguetied to illustrate the point. " It's

You just can't
speak when ghosts are there."
" There's one in this place too,"
said Barry, breaking in. " A guy
always like that.

called Timothy FenSton. He was an

explorer and hunter who had this
place before Robert (Robert Stigwood, Bee Gees' manager). These
are

all

his

things," said

Barry,
the stag,

pointing to the leopard,
the tiger skin rugs and the huge
paintings of animals that dominate

about 20 stone, and he died in a
plane crash a couple of years ago.
" He often appears in the top
room here. It was Robert who first
saw him up there."
Maurice took over the story.

" One evening, there was a crowd
of us sitting up there talking when
I felt him sit down next to me. The
seat sort of went down and I could
feel he was there. Everyone else
felt it, too, but we couldn't say
anything.

" Another time we were sitting

down

here

watching

Magical

Mystery Tour '-I've got this videotape thing that you can record television programmes

on

them later-when again

and

I

play
felt the

(Continued on page 14)

the room. " He was a big fellow,

MORE EARLY BEE GEE
PICTURES NEXT WEEK
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ARVIN

BAD

London's Not Too Far

TheAmerican
Breed

Columbia DB8326
HERE WE GO ROUND THE
MULBERRY BUSH

mireille
MATHIEU

ORIGINAL HIT VERSION

FROM THE STATES
STATESIDE SS 2.078

Original Sound Track
Recording With The Spencer
Davis Group and Traffic

SINGLES

United Artists ULP1186
SULP1186 s

Chris Clark

MIREILLE MATHIEU

Want To Go Back There Again

Columbia SX6210 m SCX6210 s

Tamla Motown TMG638

The Avengers

Everyone's Gonna Wonder
Parlophone RS661

Kenny Lynch
Mr. Moonlight

Columbia DB8329

The Nocturnes
A New Man

Columbia DB8332
DES O'CONNOR

Careless Hands
Columbia SX6208 NS SCX6208

SIMON DUPREE AND THE
BIG SOUND

EMI
THE GREATEST RECORDING ORGANISATION IN THE WORLD

Without Reservations
Parlophone PMC7029

PCS7029 s

E. M 1. RECORDS (THE GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD.) E.M.1. HOUSE, 20 MANCHESTER SQUARE, LONDON W.1
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PETER TORE PRAISES NME READERS'
MONEEE FACES!
-But refuses to judge them
TEN WINNERS NAMED
'WHEN

editor

Andy

Gray

showed Monkee Peter Tork

some of the better "Monkee

faces" drawn by NME readers
in the hope of winning LPs, he

first commented: " Gee these are
the BEST?"
Then he smiled broadly and said:
" No, that is unkind. They are very
good ... some of them. Look, that
one has good technique. And this
one is remarkable. Hey, what went

wrong there ?" and he indicated
the crazy drawing below. " That's

good of Davy," he chortled.
But when Andy suggested Peter
judge the contest in his stead, Peter

ABOVE : PETER TORK examines entries to
NME's " Monkee Faces" contest with editor
ANDY GRAY. LEFT : Peter gives Churchill
V-sign to NME readers.

remarked: "Not me. I'd hate to
say which should win. I'd pick them
all. It would help our LP sale as
you'd have to buy every contestant
an album."
And as there were many hundred
entries,

it would be costly. So
editor Gray was stuck with the
tough job of selecting the ten

PETER'S PART

winners and here they are alphaHere

CHANGE
IN TV SERIES WILL
Desk, surveying us all with confidence but

Is

one of the better drawings submitted-perhaps the

though the judge did not pick a No. 1, just the best ten.

It comes
from Christine Westley, of Teddington, Middlesex, aged 15.

Dictionary ... who almost lost his

you saw teeny -bopping
around your "fop Of The Pops"

who revealed himself its more unlike
his public image than any fan
could imagine.
He wont into shuddering detail
about the reason for his beard

from the Monkces' series, or the
fellow

screen last Thursday.
This was a gentle and articulate
Monkee who talked like Websters'

vidual

Peake.

sion,

maybe

substituting

youngster was a little bit of Congregational in New England ...

me.
Last night I had disturbed
evidence of my own lack of
freedom. I was at a party and I
explained to a photographer he
would have to excuse me but I
wanted some privacy and I was

going to have to ask for no pictures.
tie scowled and said ' Paul
McCartney wouldn't have minded.'
How do you counter that ?

" I am now a musician, then an

actor, here a songwriter, now
a director, photographer, artist,
traveller, pop star ... so many
things.
" There is a pop star in Britain
who has put us down and I am not

naming him but I envy his guts while
at the same time I think there must
he something missing in his life. He
seems to put everything down. I hear

VON

his film isn't that hot either."

I asked him if he meant Paul Jones;
he just smiled.

vARTRI

_I was in the BBC's " Top Of The

Ilkt MOST ofpgD YET!

EMI

°RIO*

MOWS! 01.111111111

iM1111..1111 PE NNE*

f

KCVOS

Grsieopeee Co tie I OP ertielt

n

last Thursday when
Peter made his surprise appearance
(smuggled into the premites by Screen

Pops "

studio

Cyril Black who deserves A
medal or something) and I must say
I wondered what it was all about.
Gems'

All that

didn't
seem to be the real Peter Tork;
and It wasn't, .0 I didn't think I was
dancing

about

know,

you

maybe

a

couple

Easters and a Christmas.

of

" Suddenly it hit me that it was
not possible to have the answer to
religion if it meant somebody else

ready to be the real me" was his

for

a

smile

den, Manchester.
Francisco de Ula Ja Thaes, Pua 201127, Espinho, Portugal.
Christine Westley, 23, Springfield
Road, Teddington, Middlesex.

They will be receiving their free

Ltd" album shortly. Thank you all
for entering, sorry you couldn't all
win and hope it gave you a bit of

.

thwarted love at, home.
" For instance, I am sure that if a
girl had been told she could not go
tonight ... it would add
out
another decibel to her screams for

us

Christine Sharpe, 12, North Avenue,

Brenda Smith, 10, Rattray Road.
Brixton, London, S.W.2.
A. Sykes, 72, Clough Road, Droyis-

copies of the Monkees' " Pisces,
Aquarius, Capricorn And Jones

couldn't have it .. it's not possible
to have religion which is exclusive.

" The unrequited love felt by
fans is really transferred repres-

Eastbourne, Sussex.

cameraman, Barr y

people."

this... ,

Nr. Ferryhill, Co. Durham.

Clifton

47,

Lyme, Staffs, and for

Monkees' series, Peter says:

ground.
Tork talk is many-syllabled, flashing deep into his mind before
jumping out again. \It goes like

Moira S. M. McKenzie, 71, Moira

Owen,
Street,

wins them an LP too.
On the left of the
drawing is Peter holding it up for our

About the character he plays in

but Peter Tork heats him into the

Is

Road,

from David and Paul

giving

" He's changing. He has changed
already, and in the last two shows
we did, I made him a bit more on
the ball. Suddenly he's surprising

world's
record,

he

May Bank,
Newcastle - under -

to a discourse on the fan
situation and transferred repressions.

was once of the opinion that

Terrace, Edinburgh, 7, Scotland.
June Nelson, 2, Ann Avenue, Kelloe,

to be a chick instead
of the rugged indi-

us

I

It's

crazy

Peter's e y e , with
Davy to be turned
upside down and Mike

skin "); gagged that the reason for
the handbag was that " it has ail
the advantages of a woman's purse
combined with the masculinity of
these leather fringes": and treated

Cliff Richard held the
speed -speaking -to -reporters

the

Nesmith turning out

the

is

entry that caught

of my

Beats Cliff

two from

Midlands and three from the South

Road, Sutton Goldfield, Warwickshire.
Margaret Guillon, 29, Brendon
Wollaton Road, Nottingham,
NG8 1/IW.
Laurence Law, 57, Heath Road,
Bebington, Cheshire.

This

(" After the third day of shaving I

the

the North,

one from Portugal (NME
really gets around !).
Stephanie Brittain, la, Antrobus

temper with a photographer, but
controlled himself nicely ... and

start to take pieces out

which by sheer

coincidence, worked out at three

from
and

mocassins. Around his neck he wore beads (" I like them ") and his bearded face smiled the
most when he was asked questions about fans, shaving, or the fringed handbag around his
Peter Tork was meeting the
Press - not the zany stumbler

betically,

of England, one float Scot:and -

HE sat cross-legged on the Big Executive
occasionally giving himself away by tearing nervously at one of his multi -coloured
waist.

best,

apologetic answer.

He cheerfully pointed out he'd been
three days-anony-

in London for
mously digging

the

scene

at

the

Speakeasy, Granny Takes A Trip and
Apple-before people latched on to

him and began chasing him around.
I was one of the chasers (our Mr.
Thorkelson can be notoriously good
at keeping himself to himself), but it
paid off.

After talking

madding

crowd,

Zen

close

to

the

sweet curling smoke of the joss stick
he waved about as he spoke that I
tried .to find out how
progresseth these days.

his

mind

On ground
First we stayed on the ground by
talking about former Monkees' TV
director Jim Frawley, " whom I
liked, and who started with a great

deal of will. But Micky thought he

was too square."
Then came this bit of self reve-

lation: " Micky didn't feel Frawley
was freaking out. Micky is freaking out, though ... and he has
already Passed the stage where I
hope to be.

" I have a great admiration for
Micky. The difference between us is
that he doesn't talk about it so much,
whereas I do. I talk about it
increasingly-probably to compensate.
" My fault is impatience; in truth,

I become irritated by
those things I do not understand."
Earlier, almost under his breath,
Peter had mentioned that recently
intolerance.

religion had come to play a major
part in his life. Then somebody asked
him if he'd had his mini -car delivered

yet, and the topic was lost.

I asked him again now-and for
the next fifteen minutes it was almost
impossible to stop the flow of thought

and opinion of religion that rushed
from his mind. It dominates him.

"My mother was Roman Catholic
but broke away when she was 14.

The only church I got to as a

philosophy,

giving me

as

an

example of his own necessary self-

discipline the fact that as a child he
once struggled with a three finger
piece of piano playing for days on
end.

Joss stick

to Peter in

that journalists' battlefield they call a
reception, I received word he'd chat
to me privately at greater length.
It was here, away from the
and

That was when I discovered Zen."
He talked about the trials and
eventual satisfactions of following the

I tried to get on to another topic
for a while, and he waved his joss

stick

about

and

sat

there

in

his

orange' trousers and red and yellow
shirt and said: " Say, don't you want
to talk religion any more ? "
When he left the building there
was a fair-sized crowd of girls waiting (how do they ever find out where
the stars are ? !) and he signed his

way happily towards a black Rolls
in which one particular girl friend
waited.

One fan burst into hysterical tears,
and another called out proudly to her
friends: " I could have touched him !
I could But I didn't "
!

!

I don't quite know how to put this
somewhere-but
I couldn't help

-there must be a profound sentiment
smiling

at the

private and public

contrasts in the life of Peter Tork.

fun.

FOR IMMEDIATE
RELEASE
at 51-
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JIM CAPALDI = TRAFFIC LIFE
WITHOUT

DAVE

about his brother Muff's marriage
on Monday and he was absolutely
convinced it was Saturday he was

TRAFFIC is now on the move again-but as a trio. So it
was that I scaled the eight flights to drummer Jim

getting married."
And so it was that Chris Wood
arrived, wearing a grey Army coat

Capaldi's Earl's Court flat (never sure whether to knock or
stick a Union Jack in the summit' door mat) to discover
how concerned they were over Dave Mason's departure.
It

was

Jim, " But

blow," admitted
one that we will

recover from. Chris has taken
over bass guitar-he's got blist-

ALTHAM

ers already to prove it and we've
working and

rehearsing. You

could say that the major differ-

ence will be that we will now
have an act where there was
none before.

"It was a surprise when Dave
said that he wanted to quit, but
he has always been out on his
own in a way. If you listen to our
'Mr. Fantasy' album you can tell
that there are two kinds of songs
Drummer JIM CAPALDI in action.

-those that

we

wrote

girl, with tawny hair
tumbling about her shoulders, tight

attractive

It was decided not to replace
Dave as they all felt it would take
too long ,to "clue -in" a new member. The musical problems of a
trio should be greatly relieved by

multi -instrumental

anything

you can

thump or suck.

;

;

;

talents

:

piano.

Where educated : School.
First public appearance : Granada -TV

when I was 12.

First professional appearance : British
Forces Network in 1958.
Biggest break in career : Joining the
BFN after I left the Air Force.
Biggest disappointment : None.
Own radio series : " Skues Me " on
BFN ; " Skewball Show " on Radio

London and " Saturday Club " on
Radio 1.
Personal manager : Arthur Howes.

Biggest Influence : Determination.
Former occupation : RAF.
Hobbles : Photography, journalism,

flying, mountain -climbing, genealogy.
Favourite colour : Blue.
Favourite food : Weetabix.

;

Personal ambition: To buy an English type country house in southern
England.
Professional ambition : To have my
own radio and TV shows.

pedal,

CHRIS DENNING'S
KEITH SKUES and (below) CHRIS
DENNING.

MY GUY by Mary Wells: This was
one of the first Tamla-Motown
records to make the charts and
really have an impression on the
teenagers in Britain,
STOP IN THE NAME OF LOVE: by
the Supremes: I chose this one
because when I first heard it I got
a tremendous thrill up and down
my spine-due to an old army vest
I was wearing,

EVERY TIME WE SAY GOODBYE by

Ella Fitzgerald: This is so, superb,
one of th:e greatest ever written by
Cole Porter, and the way she sings
it is beautiful.
MY KIND OF TOWN by Frank
Sinatra: I picked this one because
it's fun yet plaintive at the same
time. By my standards Frank
Sinatra is still the greatest male
vocalist of this era.
IF I FELL by the Beatles: 90 per
dent of the material that the
Beatles do is brilliant, but for me

MGM Records Ltd 2 Dean Street LondonW1 REG8321

" That's mine,"

white ruffled shirt.

she cooed sweetly.
DAVE MASON

Spasmodic

friendly,
co-operative
attitude,
journalists have found it difficult

Conversation became spasmodic.

We batted the Beach Boys about
the room and out the window as

to personalise the group and Stevie
tends to say more in four bars

of music than he does in a one hour interview.
"Stevie lives inside his musicthat's the way he communicates,"
smiled Jim. "He's like an absent
minded professor. I rang him up

a subject.

"They're just moving into new
things," said Jim. "I liked 'Smiley

out disc,

over the rest.
ALFIE by Cilia Black: Difficult to
choose between this and " Anyone
Who Had a Heart." Cilia is
talented even beyond her singing.
She could develop into one of the
greatest female entertainers of our
time.

the

got

as they really were. Just playing

at room and grooving to them-

selves."
"Magical Mystery Tour" came

under discussion.
"I thought it was very clever,"

said Jim. "Everything the Beatles

this is the best one they have eve

REACH OUT I'LL BE THERE by
the Four Tops: These guys are one
of my top groups. All their material
is first class but this has the edge

you

impression you were hearing them

TOP TEN
written, produced and sung.
RIVER DEEP-MOUNTAIN HIGH
by Ike and Tina Turner: Great.
This is the most exciting record
ever made. It's so fantastic.
SINCE I DON'T HAVE YOU by the
Four Seasons: I love everything
Bob Orewe produces and his talent
combined with the voices of the
Four Seasons adds up to a knock-

because

Smile'
in

Heath, Northern Dance Orchestra,

top of Mount Kilimanjaro without
the use of oxygen.
Tastes in music : Middle of the roadI'm not a raving pop type.

pluck,

But what of other problems?
It has been said, not unkindly,
that Traffic are a difficult group
to interview. In spite of their

:

Billy May, Ray Conniff.
Favourite composers : Lennon -McCartney,
Favourite groups : Beatles, Episode 6.
Car : Skuesmobile (Sunbeam Rapier).
Miscellaneous dislikes: Having to wait
for half an hour for a train to
travel back to Grove Park from
on
fade-out endings
London ;
records.
Girls,
presenting
:
Miscellaneous likes
a good show.
Most thrilling experience : Getting
" Saturday Club " climbing to the

broidered blue jacket for Chris to
wear on stake, and some other
silks and satins ordered by Jimi
Hendrix. Jim Capaldi admired a

length!"

of
Chris Woods and Stevie Winwood,

Favourite drink : Whisky and dry
ginger, Horlicks.
Favourite clothes : Suits.
Favourite singers : Sinatra, Peggy
Lee, Ella Fitzgerald.
Peter
Favourite actor/actress
O'Toole and Julie Christie.
Favourite bands/instrumentalists: Ted

the Fly -by -Night clothes' designers.
There was a beautifully em-

Find Me There ' is the only exception and the first time we really
all got together on the same wave

who appear to be able to play

Professional name : Keith Skues.
Real name : Richard Keith Skues.
Birthdate : March 4, 1939.
Birthplace : Timperley, Cheshire.
Personal points : 5ft. Sun. 10st.
blue eyes dark brown hair.
Parents' names : Richard and Doris.
Sister's name : Margaret.
Present home : Grove Park, Kent.
Instruments played Gramophone and

black leather trousers and a huge
white, hairy coat, entered carrying
armfuls of clothes. She was from

together

and those that Dave wrote on his
own.
"It's rather sad that the last
track we did, 'I Hope I Never

the

Life -lines of KEITH SKUES

as though it might have previously
belonged to Herman Munster. With
Chris was "Count" Albert the
performing road manager.
A knock at the door and an

to KEITH

a

been at the cottage this week

down to his ankles which looked

do now takes you back
That

little

fairisle

in time.

that

pullover

McCartney wore through the film
i

-that was

the kind of thing

I

wore when I was about eight years
old."
The Zodiac sign of "Taurus"
got into the act somehow.
"Dylan is a Gemini -Taurus and
so is McCartney," informed Jim.
"Stevie is a Taurus and so is Dave
Mason.
One of their
haracteristics is supposed
npredictability."
So I
;

Jim's

major

to

be

to a copy
book "Bob Dylan by

helped myself

Daniel Kramer" (very good

it

is

too) and left abruptly. We Gemini Taurus have to live up to
expectation!
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TREMELOES ARE
SPARKLING AGAIN

Hank sings
song he wrote

Suddenly You Love Me "" As You Are " (CBS).
A SPARKLING track from the Tremeloes, equally as good as

for Cliff!

" Even The Bad Times Are Good." and in much the same style.
It exudes a wonderfully lighthearted atmosphere, with organ, rattling
tambourine and handclaps providing a sizzling backcloth to the boys'
spirited vocal.
There's a touch of Latin -Americana about it-not surprising, as it's
adapted from an Italian song, with
English lyrics by Peter Callander.
The tune is simple and catchy, and
the Trems sound as though they're
ALWAYS regard MARTHA
having a whale of a time.
I- AND THE VANDELLAS
FLIP : This is a double -A side,
as a more earthy and authentic

DANK B. MARVIN :
t" London's Not Too Far "/
SHADOWS:
" Running Out Of World "

(Columbia).
THIS poignantly haunting number
was originally written by Hank
Marvin with a view to Cliff Richard
recording it.
But now that he's

FROM TAMLA

that it's regarded with
equal importance. Much slower than
meaning

the coupling, it's a rhythmic ballad
with a descriptive lyric, admirably
showcasing the group's distinctive

vocal blend. With two value -for money sides, this will do infinitely

better than their last disc.

edition of the Supreme',, clinging
more closely to bask r -and -b
and soul than the more polished
commerciality of Diana Ross and
the gals.
This new one, " Honey Chile,"
is

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
" What A Wonderful World " (HMV).
How Louis Armstrong succeeds so
appealingly in applying his throaty,

gravel -edged voice to such a lovely
ballad is a mystery. But he does
It's a soothing rockaballad, pursuing the old adage that the best things
in life are free, deliciously warbled by

chanting-and

Backing consists of velvety strings
and slowly lilting rhythm. An easygoing, inoffensive disc-but not a hit.

backed

by

an

Motown beat.
Mid -tempo, snappy, but lacking
heavy

insistent

in tune.

!

Satchmo.

an uninhibited styling of an

intense blues number, sung with
heartfelt sincerity by Martha,
aided by that familiar slurping

Of the two Tamla offerings

this week, I prefer Chris Clark's

" I Want To Go Back There

You'll already be
familiar with the song (written
by Berry Gordy), which proves
the perfect vehicle for Chris'
Again."

* TIPPED FOR CHARTS
t CHART POSSIBLE

YOUNG RASCALS

" It's Wonderful " (Atlantic).
I'm afraid this disc isn't nearly as
It's
vibrant and energetic, with a compulsive beat that'll go down well in
wonderful as the title suggests
discotheques.
What's more,

with falsetto chanting-is thoroughly
enjoyable. But don't go looking for
a melody, because there ain't one
And why it was found necessary to
inject all those discords and pseudo !

psychedelic
know.

" The Last One To Say Goodnight "

(Pye).
1 always enjoy Clinton Ford reviving

the old music -hall favourites or belting out the pub songs. Although this

ballad is extremely well done, it seems
so untypical somehow.
It's a Spanish -style ballad, with
lush strings, choral voices, solo guitar
and Tijuana brass. With the current
vogue for ballads, it will doubtless
meet with widespread approval.

DON CHARLES

This girl's got rhythm surging

accentuated beat, the joint really

jumps! A great disc, though its

chances may be hampered by the
been
recorded
tune having
before.

really don't

I

doesn't add up to much.

" If I Had The Chance "

through her blood, and when
her vocal dynamics are dove-

tailed to a corking tambourine -

effects,

A great deal of effort went into
this complicated production, but it

smoky tones.

CLINTON FORD

!

vocal-soloed,

the

( Pa rlophone) .

I have long considered Don Charles

to be one of

our most underrated

singers, and this disc proves my
point. It's a big -build beat -ballad,

with a lilting rhythm, soaring strings
and choral voices.

Sounds like one of those impassioned continental ballads-but it

isn't

!

Warmly, expressively emoted.

it's melodic, sentimental and square

-and very good of

its kind.

support from the other lads-and

there's a punch -packed backing, in
which walloping drums and organ
are prominent.
As with much of Dylan's material,
the melody isn't outstanding-but

there's more than enough

in the

lyric and the superb performance to
guarantee

well -deserved

a

Chart

return for Manfred.
FLIP : A Mike D'Abo composition-and a real hoot. It's a Mickey take on the nauseating pre-war style
of pop, with its plum -in -the -mouth
vocals, insipid tea -dances and offkey harmonies. Very cleverly done!

ithilzt4.

always welcome a new Kenny

Lynch release, because his discs are
invariably stamped with quality, and
this is no exception. Trouble is that

VALUE EVER

CHRISTOPHER
COLT:
" Virgin
Sunrise " (Decca). A philosophic
deep -thinking lyric which, though
absorbing, is a wee bit involved.
Startling backing with shuffle
beat and unusual instrumentation.
Reminiscent of Donovan in his
enigmatic days. Needs a lot of
spins before it begins to register.

AL GREENE & THE SOUL MATES:
" Back Up Train " (Stateside).

soul
is the operative word
here! A plaintive blues ballad, with
AI pouring his heart out-sometimes
And

(M) 66205
WOODY HERMAN:

WOODY LIVE!-EAST & WEST

CARAVELLI:

THE WORLD OF CARAVELLI
SINGS TOMMY MAKEM
I HEAR SOUNDS

TOMMY MAKEM:
SOUNDS BOB ROGERS:
MILES DAVIS:
CY COLEMAN:
Available ROY HARPER:

shortly

SORCERER

IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW

(5) 63099
(5) 63159
(5) 63112
(5) 63149
(S) 63097
(5) 63075

COME OUT FIGHTING GHENGIS SMITH (S) 63184

THE PEDDLERS: FREEWHEELERS

(5) 63183

'

gently swaying, undemanding
completely square.

But, of course, you may go for the
more subdued and intimate styling of
Glen Campbell's original.

tones, and for his ability as a
whistler.
Backing
comprises
sweeping
strings and clavtoline.
This has

The scoring on both discs

is well

nigh perfect, employing sighing strings
with solo horns, flutes and oboes.
Glen's disc is already high in the U.S.

and

ROGER WHITTAKER

" Early One Morning " (Columbia).
This is a traditional British folk
song, up -dated by Roger Whittaker
and set to a gently jogging beat.
Good vehicle for his rich dark -brown

been a great song for 200 years or
more, and still is-but despite its
modernisation, it doesn"t strike me
as Chart material.

LETTERMEN
" Goin'

Out

Of

My Head " and

" Can't Take My Eyes Oft You "

(Capitol).
Two songs for the price of one,
presented in medley form and recorded

in live performance by the Lettermen.
First number Is the former Dodie
West - Little Anthony hit, and the

other has been recorded by the Four
Seasons.
Excellent ensemble renditions, which really get the crowd

IMIIIMMIIIMI!111111811

going - and the electric atmosphere
comes across on the disc. The flip Is
the oldie, " I Believe."

&\
Family Discourse On
Mr. Alf Garnett

Sex And Other
Thoughts
On Their Latest L.P.
(IP

tempo ballad with a well -conceived
lyric, pleasantly sung by this
promising group-the boys and girls
interchange lines most effectively.
And their performance is splendidly

offset by a great organ sound

EDDY ARNOLD
" Turn The World Around The Other
Way " (RCA).
I suppose you could describe Eddy
Arnold as King Corn of country-andwestern
In fact, apart from the
slight country flavour in the song and
the Southern drawl In his voice, this
could be Al Martino or Donald Peers !
It's an unashamed sweet -corn smgalong, with a vocal group joining
Eddy all the way. It's hummable,

in

backing. Worth hearing!
AL MARTINO:
" The Glory Of
Love "
(Capitol). A standard
ballad that's revived in the new
film " Guess Who's Coming To
Dinner."
You're bound to be
the

familiar with the tune-and when
I say that it's a typical Martino

sing -along, that just
about sums it up. Give It to Mum!
YELLOW BELLOW ROOM BOOM :
sweet -corn

" Seeing Things Green " (CBS). A
five -piece group from the North,
making an impressive debut with
the perky number showcasing their

C BS
RECORDS

'

tenderly,
sometimes
almost
viciously.
Gospel
chanting enhances the authenticity, Even the
added strings have
a
bluesy
quality!
NOCTURNES:
"A
New
Man"
(Columbia). An attractive mid -

ROBERT GOULET.

it

ON PAGE TEN

IN BRIEF

stuff hits are made of.

FLIP : Hank rejoins the Shads
for this bouncy number, which he
duets with Bruce Welch.
It's a
hummable tune with an infectious
beat. Good "B" side.

out of my mind. The lyric is wistful,
plaintive and descriptive, and the
melody is really delightful.
Although Marty Wilde's is a cover
version of the U.S. original, I think
I have a slight preference for it.
because his interpretation is more
intense and meaningful.

MORE REVIEWS

ANITA HARRIS, SIMON &

BENNETT, DIAHANN CARROLL,
MONGO SANTAMARIA, BARBRA
STREISAND, PEACHES & HERB,
THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET,
RAY CONNIFF, THE BYRDS, ANDY
WILLIAMS, PERCY FAITH & HIS
ORCHESTRA, LAURIE HOLLOWAY,

(Ember).
beautiful,
country -flavoured
ballad, which I keep playing over
A

and over because I just can't get

the

!

performance from Ken, it might just

THE TREMELOES, GEORGIE FAME

HAWAIIANS, BOB DYLAN, TONY

GLEN CAMPBELL
'I" By The Time I Get To Phoenix "

Chart, and I feel that either could
make the grade here-though, with
the benefit of local promotion, Marty
probably has a slight edge.

do the trick.

GARFUNKEL, JERRY VALE, STAN
BUTCHER, THE HAPPY

(Philips).

quality is no open sesame to the hit
parade-quite the contrary, in fact.
This is loaded with more commerciality and instant appeal than many
of his discs-it's fast-moving, bustling
and lively, with an all -happening
backing.
Coupled with a vital personality

2 RECORDS FOR 38f -

I'm not wholly convinced that it's

MARTY WILDE
Mike D'Abo handles the lyric forcefully, with fascinating harmony
t" By The Time I Get To Phoenix "

t" Mister Moonlight " (HMV).

CBS

(and very competently) to a
gorgeous fluffy backing of celeste
and smooth strings.
It's very pleasant listening-easy
on the ear and relaxing. Though
ing

*" Mighty Quinn "J" By Request-Edwin Garvey " (Fontana).
AS with the Tremeloes, I'm sure the Manfreds will fare much
better with their latest release than they did with their last one
(which was " So Long Dad," remember ?).
This is a new Bob Dylan song,
and thoroughly intriguing it is, too.

I

4 SHOWCASE

The famous Marvin guitar isn't
featured at all-it's lust Hank sing-

Manfreds should do
well with Dylan tune

KENNY LYNCH

THE MOST FANTASTIC

committed it to wax himself, Hank
sounds remarkably like Cliff at
times!

MANFRED MANN and HANK MARVIN

NEW SINGLE RELEASES
3243

falsetto harmonies.
I
like the
trilling flute obligato, too. Just a
suggestion of classical Influences in

both song and performance.

THE TREMELOES: AS YOU ARE/SUDDENLY YOU LOVE ME

THE YELLOW BELLOW ROOM BOOM: SEEING THINGS GREEN
THE DETOURS: RUN TO ME BABY

3205
3213

THE BRELLO CABAL: THE MARGARINE FLAVOURED PINEAPPLE CHUNK

3214
3107

DANNY STREET: LONGING

IS THE WAY IN
58-3215
THE CHAMBERS BROTHERS: UPTOWN
58-3216
TOMMY HUNT: I NEED A WOMAN OF MY OWN
CBS Records, 28-30 Theobald's Road, London WCI

NPL 18192(M)

From The B.B.C.
T.V. Series

/

In Your Shops

Now!

7
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44
1

AT KELVIN HALL

HELLO GOODBYE

13

DAYDREAM BELIEVER

Beatles (Parlophone)

7

Monkees (RCA -Victor)

8

2

6

5

3

2

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR (EPs) Beatles (Parlophone)

5

2

12

THE BALLAD OF BONNIE AND CLYDE Georgie Fame (CBS)

5

5

13

8

4

7

7

Bee Gees (Polydor)

8

8

KITES Simon Dupree & the Big Sound (Parlophone)

7

IF THE WHOLE WORLD STOPPED LOVIN' Val Doonican
(Pye)

12

2

9

3

WORLD

11

3

4

Tom Jones (Decca)

8

.

SOMETHING'S GOTTEN HOLD OF MY HEART

111

MONNEES

and everaya?ing
favourable

'3.3+

Scaffold (Parlophone)

THANK U VERY MUCH .

9

4

.

I'M COMING HOME

13
7

4

.

H*.

1

Four Tops (Tamla-Motown)

444

LIVE

U

2

WALK AWAY RENEE

5

THE HMS

112

t:11

Tuts
W EN

Gene Pitney (Stateside)

Kinks At The Kelvin Hall
NPL 18191 (M)

44

NSPL 18191 (S)

4
4

44

Des O'Connor (Columbia) 10

5

Traffic
(Island)

7

13

17

IN AND OUT OF LOVE Diana Ross & the Supremes
(Tamla-Moto wn)

7

14

22

TIN SOLDIER

10

CARELESS HANDS .

13

HERE WE GO ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH

JtM

18

4

4
4
4 20

4

Sounds Orchestral Meets Henry Mancini
NPL 18202 (M)

.

Small Faces (Immediate)

4

Banff

111101111111

lig

19

Ira lrfliDj,

21

10

1

Cliff Richard (Columbia)

9

8

1

20

EVERLASTING LOVE

21

PARADISE LOST

.

.

.

.

.

Love Affair (CBS)
Herd (Fontana)

'3*

21

Dave Davies (Pye)

SUSANNAH'S STILL ALIVE ...

5

JUDY IN DISGUISE . John Fred & his Playboy Band

24

EVERYTHING I AM .

25

GIMME LITTLE SIGN

Im

.

.

.

20
22

.

NSPL 38029 (S)

1

24

Brenton Wood (Liberty)

1

25 02.

.

.

Engelbert Humperdinck (Decca)

21

1

EVERYBODY KNOWS . Dave Clark Five (Columbia)

10

2q

THE LAST WALTZ .

.

al

IACKIE

29

CHAIN OF FOOLS

30

LOVE IS ALL AROUND

Scott Walker (Philips)

6

Aretha Franklin (Atlantic)

2

18

29"3'

Troggs (Page One) 13

4

s Top 15 LPs 1t-0.

4
4 1 0 SGT. PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND
Beatles (Parlophone)
4 n...
Soundtrack
4
44 2
3

.

.

.

SOUND OF MUSIC

103.

33
144

1

2

VAL DOONICAN ROCKS, BUT GENTLY

470

Afft tIntLEt

D

4 24.

8

Artistes
(Tamla-Motown)

13

3

3.

Rolling Stones

4

4

fr3,,,

THEIR SATANIC MAJESTIES REQUEST .

(Decca)
D
5

LAST WALTZ.... Engelbert Humperdinck (Decca)

9

TOM JONES' 13 SMASH HITS

48

CRS 8066

VRS 7027

. .. Various

BRITISH CHARTBUSTERS

4
.D 4 0

THE DELLS
CLINTON FORD
The Last One To 0-0, I Love You
There Is
Say Goodnight

Four Tops (Tamla-Motown)

REACH OUT

6

q34-

Plastic Penny (Page One)

.

Geno )/VashIngton 8 The Ram Jam Band
Shake A Tail Feather

44

THE MOVEMENT
Tell Her

THE McTEGGARTS
Subla Bay

17

4

4 Ilifirliain

Jacques Dutronc
Le Plus Difficile

16

Petula Clark (Pye)

20

16

4 30
4 23
4

7N 17428

15

1

(Pye Int.)

caminsozom

NPL 38029 (M)

6

LET THE HEARTACHES BEGIN Long John Baldry (Pye)
ALL MY LOVE

13:1

.

THAT EASY TO FORGET Engelbert Humperdinck
(Decca)

1,7

22

NSPL 18202 (S)

.

THE OTHER MAN'S GRASS

DTAI

14
15

I

.

D

4

13

AXIS: BOLD AS LOVE Jimi Hendrix Experience (Track)

8

PISCES, AQUARIUS, CAPRICORN & JONES LTD

2

9

DISRAELI GEARS

15

MR. FANTASY

12

BREAKTHROUGH

tr

8

(Decca)ecca)

5

10

10

3..3.C

9

.

.

.

.

,3.,,,

.3.

Monkees (RCA -Victor)
Cream (Reaction)

10

2

Traffic (Island)

2

12

t3L.

Various Artistes (Studio 2) 13
(Decca)

23
Soundtrack (MGM) 37

TOM JONES AT THE TALK OF THE TOWN .
DR. ZHIVAGO

.

3
4

RCAVICTOR
,,t__

4

12" stereo or mono LP record

U

"1*

RCA Victor Records pronuctot
The Decca Record Company Limited Decca House Albert Enroart,r,

10 YEARS AGO

5 YEARS AGO

_r,....

TOP TEN 1963-Week ending Jan. 18 TOP TEN 1938-Week ending Jan. 17
1 GREAT BALLS OF FIRE
1
1 DANCE ON
Jerry Lee Lewis (London)
Shadows (Columbia)
2 2 MA, HE'S MAKING EYES AT
2
2 RETURN TO SENDER
ME
Elvis Presley (RCA)
Johnny Otis Show/Marie Adams
3 3 THE NEXT TIME
(Capitol)
Cliff Richard (Columbia) 5 3 ALL THE WAY
4
4 BACHELOR BOY
Frank Sinatra (Capitol)
Cliff Richard (Columbia) 11 4 OH BOY!
5 DIAMONDS

15

6 GLOBETROTTER
Tornados (Decca)

11

16

6

Jet Harris -Tony Meehan (Decca)

7 LIKE I DO

Maureen Evans (Oriole)

8 COMM HOME BABY
Mel Torme (London)
9 LOVESICK BLUES

Frank Ifield (Columbia)
5 10 GUITAR MAN
Duane Eddy (RCA)

4
9

8
10
7

6

Crickets (Coral)
5 MY SPECIAL ANGEL
Malcolm Vaughan (HMV)
6 PEGGY SUE
Buddy Holly (Coral)
7 KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE
Jimmie Rodgers (Columbia)

8 KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE
Frankie Vaughan (Philips)

9 BEET PETITE
Jackie Wilson (Coral)
10 I LOVE YOU BABY
Paul Anka (Columbia)
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THE Herd is to headline its first -ever concert tour in March, co-starring with another top British attraction still to be named. The tour, jointly promoted by Danny Betesh and Peter Walsh, is likely also to
feature new Chart entrants John Fred and his Playboy Band and the Love Affair as additional attractions. The package will be of three or four weeks duration and is planned to have an " entirely new
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PITNEY, ORBISON TRACKS ?
DISPUTE has mikes ever the issue of the 20
newly -discovered Daddy Holly tracks which as

,he NAIL wooded I. week have been secured by

..and Records with a view lo release in this
_aunt, Flatly, former manager, Norman Petty,
Rims all rights to Buddy, rerordings belong to hi.

sad that MN.. has no authority io issue the dscs.
land mine lo owing that these Imam-slim/W S
,errffised from a friend of Hully's--do not come
rithen Petty's enamel.
Rutland OM Andonyttay told the NMI: di, to
LteYi.".M:rt. reams,'" Iricird'Ugurn'ed° ridtta
e. Hc added Mat Mlle necks by RoY Ornison, Gene
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7asy to ream. Id singers in question.'
Norm. Prity"s Bre. epresentative, Ak. Pura.,
mid: "1 Mc ne due. rve recordings obtained by
ItuiLand are 0.cark. But they are the properly of

the Daddy Rich Rand hex now been fimlised by

Harold Davison. It includes five dates in London and one each
in Manchester, Glasgow and Leeds. Tony and Buddy Will also
sPend two days filming their own hour-long colour spectacular
for ATV, to be screened both in Ameri. and Britain.
As reported st wrvk the concert. tour opera at London, Ham.
gerfianrrgr r
Ar1,1,1e.1to.,"?r,.,1,7
Ice

RICHARD, who wit represent Britain b ills Year, Turmrvim
Song Contest, wen chatting with SANDIE SHAW, who won the event
for Britain in .67 with "Puppet On A String." The do stars were
pictured at 0 reception to Launch Southern -TV, nev, pop series "New
Release"-Sandie gums in, die show on January 2, and CM .11
tre seen at a future date.
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THE Herd is to headline its first -ever concert tour in March, co-starring with another top British attraction still to be named. The tour, jointly promoted by Danny Betesh and Peter Walsh, is likely also to
feature new Chart entrants John Fred and his Playboy Band and the Love Affair as additional attractions. The package will be of three or four weeks duration and is planned to have an " entirely new
concept" in format.
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Besides co-starring with Tom Jones in ATV's "London Palladium
Show" on Sunday, January 28, Diana Ross and the Supremes guest
ABC -TV's "Eamonn Andrews Show" the following Sunday
(February 4). The Tamla group will also be seen in BBC -2's "Andy
Williams Show" on Friday, January 19, when her guests include
Eddie Fisher and George Chakiris.
One of the highlights of the Supremes' Palladium TV appearance
will be a singing routine with Tom Jones. The NME understands
the group specially asked for an opportunity to work with the British
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DAVE CLARK'S follow-up

DIANA ROSS and the Supremes are to make two more television appearances in addition to their spot in
the Palladium TV show. Long John Baldry, the Tremeloes, the Bachelors and Anita Harris are among
star names lined up for Ken Dodd's new series. Booked for guest spots in BBC -1 shows are Simon Dupree,
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ARETHA FRANKLI 'S GOSPEL ROOTS
IT'S truly staggering the way America manages to go on
time after time presenting the world with so many
brilliantly talented coloured female vocalists. The whole
thing is like an endless conveyor belt with no stop button

wing and gave her freedom to
record the material she felt was
her. "I Never Loved A Man The
Way I Love You" was one of her
first cuts on the new label and it

Newcomer," Columbia, it seemed
just did not know what to do with
their newly acquired star. A marked
silence from Aretha and Columbia

By NICK LOGAN

followed.
And it

only

(and, praise be, they never find one).
If you need evidence try a

few names: Dionne Warwick,
Nina Simone, Esther Phillips,
Etta James, Carla Thomas, Tina
Turner, Bessie Banks, Supremes,
Patti LaBelle, Betty Everett, Ko
Ko Taylor, Mary Wells, Martha
and her Vandellas . . I could
go on and on.
Some have already made their
mark on the minds of the public.
some have yet to do so. And all
of course have been long known

when

Loved A Man" LP,

shot

into

was her. signature on a new con-

the

"Respect" was unleashed.

But she gets most pleasure, she
says, from simply making people
happy. And she just needs to go
on making records to do that.

This was the record that
brought her into the British

charts for the first time and took

his

in

the States.
Aretha still lives in Detroit with
her children and husband, Ted
White, who is also her manager.
In her leisure time she enjoys horse riding, swimming and polishing her
expertise at the piano.

before, due to incredible public
demand, her exciting version of

Vice -President.

have since

earned Gold Discs for Atlantic

American Top Ten and stayed in
the charts for a total ten weeks

tract
with
Atlantic and the
resulting close association with
Jerry Wexler, Atlantic Executive

Wexler took Aretha under

record

the US Top

Both singles, plus her "I Never

was.

The

in

Ten.

proved how right Wexler's decision

her
Columbia contract expired in late
1966 that she began to get the
public attention
she
deserved.
What brought about the change
was

her to No. 1

.

More singles reviewed by DEREK JOHNSON

and long revered by a small
No doubt there are
minority.

TONY BLACKBURN
ROCKABALLAD
*" So Much Love "I" In The Night " (MGM)

working in car factories in Di etriot.

A GOFFIN-KING rockaballad, exceptionally well presented by Radio l's tOp disc -jockey. It's enveloped in a pungent brassy backing, with a girl group adding depth in the chorus.

many more waiting to come off
the conveyor belt and now attending high school in Memphis or

The latest to hit this country out
of the seemingly bottomless pit of
talent is one of the most exciting
girl vocalists to come our way for
a long time-Miss Aretha Franklin.
It was the old Otis Redding hit
"Respect" that first brought Aretha
to light over here. She followed

I like Tony Blackburn's approach-it's refreshingly straight forward without resorting to gimmicks, yet he
still succeeds in delivering the lyric with warmth and meaning.
It's a polished professional performance of a song that's by no means outstanding-and with the bashing
it's obviously going to get on the air, it must be an odds -on chart favourite.
FLIP : Tony does full justice to the picturesque lyric of this medium -pacer, though the backing tends so

swamp him in the pulsating crescendo.

with "A Natural Woman"
which didn't achieve the same
status but now here she is back
again with us and in the NME

that

`Bend Me' rivalry

Chart at No. 29 this week with the
double -sided "Chain
great
Fools"/" Sat isfaction. "

Of

" Mindrocker " (Stateside).
AMEN CORNER
*" Bend Me, Shape Me "/
" Satisnek The Job's Worth

Church choir
The history of Aretha's career
follows a pattern which crops up
time and again among singers of
the same type.
Born 25 years ago one of the

(Deram).

hit in the States for

ASMASH
the American Breed, this is a

five

Baptist Church in Detroit, Aretha
started singing in her father's choir
at the age of eight.
This invaluable training in the

field

of gospel music at an early

age proved a tremendous influence
on her musical style, and the roots
of gospel are still present today in
her singing

At the age of eleven, Aretha was
made featured soloist by her father

when the choir went out on tour
of the States.
And for four years the young
singer created such a sensation on
tour round the nation's churches

Gold discs for ARETHA FRANKLIN-and Atlantic Records' JERRY
WEXLER looks happy about it too !

wildie of a number that gets you

going right from the opening bars,

and leaves you limp and breathless

that she was hailed as the new queen

of gospel music.

from
came
Encouragement
famous gospel singer Clara Ward
another
young
and Sam Cooke,
singer destined, for bigger things,

and by the age of eighteen Aretha
was

already

a

big

night

club

attraction, having added a feel for
the blues to her experience as a
gospeller.
Aretha

signed

with

Columbia

Records,
"Today

producing

records

like

Sing The Blues," "Try
A Little Tenderness" and "RunI

ning Out Of Fools," which
although they made the charts,
were obviously not bringing the
best out of the talented young
singer.

at the

end.

tune is

The

(Immediate)
A powerful and compelling rhythmic

Amen Corner's version isn't a
" cover job " in the accepted sense,
in that the treatment is quite different-and incidentally, it's good to
see the boys slip out of the doleful
style of their last two discs.

AMERICAN BREED

t "Bend Me, Shape Me "/

children of Rev. C. L.
Franklin, pastor of New Bethel

BILLY
NICHOLLS
1" Would You Believe "

vaguely familiar, but I can't place
it.

Anyway, the boys sock it out
lustily, carried along on a 'thunder-

beat-and exploding into a
catchy and repetitive chorus that
you'll soon all be singing.
ing

The frenzied beat is retained,
but there's a rawness and spirit
much more akin to real r -and -b

than on the more glossy U.S. disc.
I reckon Amen have got themselves another hit, but the Breed's
disc is very good and certainly can't
be discounted.

Poll

as

the

Billy Nicholls.
But the real
goes
to
producers Steve

by

credit

Marriott and Plonk Lane for creating
such a sensational sound behind the
vocal.
It's always fluctuating, ever chang-

and you never know what to
expect next-there's strings, fanfare
brass, thundering drums, concertina
and a fugal choir reminiscent of the
Swingle Singers. Really makes you
ing,

up and take

sit

notice.

LEE HARMER'S
POPCORN
" Love Is Coming' (Page One).

These boys have got a good sound

FLIPS: An hypnotic thump -beat
number from the U.S. group,

going ! Nothing complicated or madly
progressive-just a solid beat -group

much tune either-but the intensity of the performance is shat-

background falsettos, set to .a pounding beat laced with cymbal crashes
and twangs. But for all its vigour, it
isn't overpowering-It's controlled and
palatable.
With, by the way, a
catchy tune.

completely devoid of melody.
Amen's coupling doesn't have
tering.

Both flips rate equally.

And despite the fact that during
this time Aretha was hailed in
Downbeat's

ballad, sung with a sense of urgency

treatment of a peppy up -beat item.
Features

the

lead

vocalist

with

RAMSEY LEWIS

International
Jazz
"Most Promising

"Soul Man" "Struttin' Lightly"

POTTED POPS

(Chess) .

Billy Vera and Judy Clay soulfully duet a poignant ballad " Storybook
Children " (Atlantic), Colourfully scored with sweeping strings and mellow
brass. .
. A sensitive and tasteful performance of " With This Ring " by
.

Columbia's Glenn Weston is based upon Bach's memorable "Air On A G
String."
An intense blues ballad " When She Touches Me " (Stateside)
.

.

powerfully

is

emoted

Sam,

Mighty

by

with

girl

gospel

group

and

.
. A clean-cut uncomplicated styling of the jaunty finger clicker " Dancing Out Of My Heart " (Decca) makes an impressive debut for

punchy backing.

Tans White.
I recommend the beautiful folk -flavoured " Bird Song " (Monument) by

Here's
that
keyboard wizard
Ramsey Lewis displaying his inherent
feel for jazz piano playing. A
brilliant instrumental treatment of
the Sam and Dave hit, with background handclaps to boost the beat
and supply a night-club atmosphere.

The added brass section is somewhat unnecessary, as it detracts from
the intimacy. A stimulating finger clicking disc of strictly limited appeal,

Bergen White, with its haunting quality, classical influences, cellos and harpsichord.
From Australia, the Groop make a block -busting impact with their
up -beat raver " Woman You're Breaking Me " (CBS).
. I like the dreamlike texture of " Friend " (Direction) and the flowing sweet -soul approach of
three-piece girl group Squibby and the Reflections.
An ear -catching vocal blend, a wowing organ, strange oscillations, an
underlying throbbing beat and an intriguing lyric are the ingredients of
" Pictures Of Matchstick Men " (Pye) by the Status Quo.
The throaty voiced lead singer of the Wildweeds is showcased in the bouncy Monkee-like
" It Was Fun " (Chess).
The insidious 'nagging rhythm of the Mopeds'
" Whisky And Soda " (Columbia Blue Beat) is tailor-made for ska fans-it's
authentic Caribbean music.
The Billie Davis hit " Tell Her " is revived in frantic style by the Movement
on Pye-it has an earthy feel, a compulsive beat and a stimulating effect.
.
Shades of the Foundations in " Don't Change It " (Decca) by Fearns Brass
Foundry-it's a guaranteed blues -chaser, with a sparkling treatment and catchy
tune.
" Margarine Flavoured Pineapple Chunk " is the signature tune of
Southern -TV's "New Release " series, penned by Anita Harris and played
in scintillating style by the Brello Cabal on CBS.
One of those nonchalant
off -handed French ditties " Le Plus Difficile " is warbled with gay abandon
by Vogue's Jacques Dutronc.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CEDARS

" For Your Information " (Decca).

An accomplished and worth -while

group which I commend to
your attention. This is a tingling
new

11le

up -beat number, sung with gusto and
fire, and featuring some brilliant

acartior

guitar work.
It has a strong gipsy hora quality,
with Middle Eastern undertones, and
the overall effect Is immensely satisfying to the listener. Cheery, finger clicking, blues -chasing and a credit
to the Cedars. Not everyone's meat,
so hear it before you buy.

acoustic

sport
Boll19.0:1es
--says

ESQUIRES

"And Get Away "

Avroy's

Addettott, setv thg

Arldsew

as
ft ott11"lotuninam,
ovhiao:is
chef 9(.11.1,101.1kegtraerit.,103a1
ety . 1N-Itcly

(Stateside).

A characteristic American r -and -b
group sound, with most of the
Esquires singing in high-pitched
falsetto-contrasting with the solo

AttuLeaflet, ,

deep voice.

It's a happy fun-packed disc,
and hands clapping. And it almost
bursts its seams with the full sound
of blaring brass and dancing strings.
But for all that, the styling's a
wee bit dated.

TWO

guaranteed to set your toes tapping

THE SHOES

9"\

,

RECORDS LIMITED, STANHOPE HOUSE, STANHOPE PLACE, LONDON, W.2.

entire performance.
The rhythm is

primarily

tot

lRR1

ansl basketball

eiarner't'

t

NEN ........ ow BIM ..... 'MI
For all the facts send off the coupon
TO: ARMY CAREERS MP6(A), LANSDOWNE HOUSE, BERKELEY SQUARE,

" Farewell In The Rain " (Polydor).
A group of which Polydor has high
hopes, and with some reason. The
singer of the Shoes has a peculiar
voice rather like a friendly bullfrog,
and there's an unaffected air of good
humour and enthusiasm about the
1%1A

wtth

West

Indian, with throbbing drums and an
infectious insistence. And needless to
say, the Shoes have a lot of soul !!
!

LONDON W.I. PLEASE SEND ME THE LATEST FREE ARMY LEAFLET.
NAME
ADDRESS
TOWN

COUNTY

DATE OF BIRTH

( You must be a resident in the U.K aged 15
for Junior Entry, 17 or aver for the Regular Army.)

1=I MN MI MI MEN RII RII ININ

M55942401

INN MEI MN
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DAVE CLARK'S LOVE SCENE

WI"
MAKE
YOU SIT UP

" Hits In Action," starring the Dave Clinic Five. From left :
Water ski-ing and riding sequences for Big Five
DAVE ready to ski and watching someone else. The Five on their white horses and MIKE SMITH showing how

easy it is.

WHILE the Beatles' film has been getting all the publicity
recently, another group has also written, produced and
sold its own movie. The Dave Clark Five's first attempt
at film -making, a 20 -minute colour short called " Hits In
Action," is to be released on one of the major movie circuits
in the summer, and last week Dave invited me round to ys
Mayfair flat to see it.
Dave and the group's singer

Mike Smith were, oddly enough,
discussing " Magical Mystery
Tour " when I arrived. Both had
enjoyed it, but were talking more
about its commercial value.
" Obviously it's been successful
financially," said Dave, " but do
you judge it by how much money
it

made, or by the number of

people who liked it ?
' The ' Carry On' series or the
Bond films might be regarded as
corny, but they're tremendous boxoffice."

" The reviews ' Mystery Tour'

got were far too harsh," added

Mike. " I can understand why some

people didn't understand

because
just sat

there was no plot, but I
back and watched it. It certainly
wasn't boring, and I thought the

time passed very quickly."
" Anyway, I'm sure our attempt
won't raise much controversy,"
smiled Dave. " Judge for yourself."
He flicked a switch, and the
screen slid silently down from the
ceiling.

" We made this about a

year ago, so don't laugh too loud,"
he added, as the film started.
" Hits In Action " has no dialogue? and simply shows the group
romping around in a variety of
situations, but Dave has used established techniques

to their fullest.

By Norrie Drummond

We see them racing in E -types

;

horse -riding along a beach : fooling

around in a gymnasium and waterski-ing-all accompanied by a background of their hits.

Lovely blonde
The most outstanding scone in the

is one where Dave falls into
a clinch with lovely blonde model
Monika Dietrich in what appears
to be an underground cavern, but
is, in fact, in Madame Tussaud's
film

waxworks. There are some remarkable close-ups of their eyes and lips

as they finally meet-with " Come
Home " playing in the background.
" I wanted that scene to be
interesting by being mildly startling," said Dave.
" I wanted

people to sit up and remember it."
Another eye-opening scene is the

one in the gymnasium where actress -

AUSTRALIA: 1 THE TWO OF US

Jackie Trent and Tony Hatch;

2

THE LAST WALTZ Engelbert
Humperdinck; 3 MASSACHUSETTS
Bee Gees; 4 GIMME LITTLE

SIGN Brenton Wood; 5 TO SIR,
WITH LOVE Lulu; 6 ALTERNATE
TITLE Monkees; 7 JUDY Elvis
Presley; 8 SNOOPY'S CHRISTMAS
Royal
Guardsmen;
10
HELLO

GOODBYE Beatles.
HOLLAND: 1 HELLO GOODBYE
Beatles; 3 ZABADAK Dave 1)ee,
Dozy, Beaky, Mick and Tich; 4
WORLD Bee Gees; 5 MAGICAL

MYSTERY TOUR Beatles; 6 HOLIDAY Bee Gees; 7 EVERYBODY
KNOWS Dave Clark Five; 9 DAYDREAM BELIEVER Monkees; 10
HOMBURG Procol Harum.
FRANCE: 7 MASSACHUSETTS Bee
Gees;

Beatles.

10

HELLO

GOODBYE

RouND THE woRLD

MALAYSIA: 1 TO SIR, WITH LOVE
Lulu; 2 SAN FRANCISCO Scott
McKenzie;

MASSACHUSETTS

3

Bee Gees; 4 THE LAST WALTZ

Engelbert Humperdinck; 5 EXCERPT FROM
A
TEENAGE

OPERA Keith West; 6 EVEN THE
BAD TIMES ARE GOOD Tremelcks;
7

THE LETTER Box 'Tops;

8

ZABADAK Dave I)ee, Dozy, Beaky,
Mick and Tich; 9 DON'T DO THAT
AGAIN Alan Price Set; 10 ODE

TO BILLY JOE Bobbie Gentry.

SINGAPORE:

SIR, WITH
LOVE Lulu; 2 MASSACHUSETTS
1

TO

Bee Gees; 4 DON'T GO OUT IN
THE RAIN David Garrick; 5 BABY

NOW THAT I'VE FOUND YOU

Foundations; 6 ITCHYCOO PARK

Small Faces; 7 FLOWERS IN THE

RAIN

Move;

8

EVERLASTING

LOVE Robert Knight; 9 SNOOPY'S
CHRISTMAS Royal Guardsman; 10
SAN FRANCISCO Scott McKenzie.
BEIRUT: 1 1 DIG ROCK 'N' ROLL
MUSIC Peter, Paul and Mary; 2
THE LETTER Box Tops; 3 HELLO
GOODBYE Beatles; 4 MASSACHUSETTS Bee Gees; 5 BABY NOW
THAT I'VE FOUND YOU Foundations; 6 LADY BIRD Nancy Sinatra
and Lee Hazlewood; 8 LET THE
HEARTACHES BEGIN Long John

Baldry; 9 SAN FRANCISCAN
NIGHTS Eric Burdon and the
Animals.
PUERTO RICO: 3 TO SIR, WITH
LOVE

Lulu;

BELIEVER

4
DAYDREAM
6
YOU
Monkees;

BETTER SIT DOWN KIDS Cher.

scene hinted at Madame Tussaud's.

singer Dana Gillespie, noted for her

ample charms, appears as a masseuse.

" We

tried

to

inject

different

emotions into the film," Dave continued.
"There's the slapstick
scene at the end where Rick runs
into the street wearing only a towel.
" There's the excitement of the
scenes with the E -types and when
we went water ski-ing. And there
are scenes which are just pleasant."
" Hits In Action" is exactly that
-pleasant. And that's all that Dave
intended. " We didn't try anything
extraordinary. We just set out to
make a film which would entertain
without being pretentious in any
way.

HOW OUR DISCS ARE SELLING

DAVE CLARK and model MONIKA DIETRICH in a romantic

" We're all happy wth the results,
but we wouldn't' attempt directing a
full-length fiim."

Star guests
has already written the
story -line of their next feature film,
but for that he will engage an
established director. "An actor can
Dave

only reach his best with a director
who really knows his job."
Any day now Dave is expecting

to start

work on

his

six TV

specials which will be seen on TV
here later this year.
" The first two have already been

written, and
have ideas for the
others, and I'll be starting on them
down at Pinewood studios just as
soon as we can finalise the list of
guest artists.
The problem is that all the
people we want as guests arc film
actors and actresses, and it's just a
I

case of fitting them in whenever
they're free from their other commitments."

With all his filming work taking
up so much time, did this mean that
Dave would become less involved in
the pop scene ?
" Not in the
least,' he said firmly.
" We are
first of all a pop group, and as long

as people want us we'll be exactly

that. Records and personal appear-

ances are the most important things
for us, but there is absolutely no
reason why we shouldn't be involved
in other things.
"Atter all, we'll be singing-and

probably dancing, too-in the TV
series."

WHO'S WHERE
(Week commencing January 12)
ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
London Palladium.
FRANKIE VAUGHAN
Glasgow Alhambra.
BACHELORS

Liverpool Royal Court.
V1NCE HILL, DES O'CONNOR
Manchester Palace.
LONNIE DONEGAN
Glasgow Kings.
NEW VAUDEVILLE BAND
Birmingham Alexandra.
MATT MUNRO

Stockton Fiesta (commencing Sun-

day).
DUSTY SPRINGFIED

Birmingham Castaways (commencing Sunday).

ONE-NIGHTERS

PETER. PAUL and MARY
Glasgow Odeon (16th); Newcastle
City Hall (17th); Birmingham
Odeon (18th); Bristol Colston Hall
(19th).

There's no dialogue to the DAVE

CLARK FIVE'S film " Hits

of the major movie circuits in

the summer.

To Bert Berns
who will return

but whose music will
be with us always
IMMEDIATE

In

Action," but then with scenes like
this, who needs dialogue ? The
him, a 20 -minute colour short,
has been written and produced
by the Five to he released on one

Limn= mows new single
onLy A FOOL BREAKS
HIS num HEART

5.unveisdh,e.d.t.(4%,
b

Now available on United Artists Records UP 13,94

music

EMI
E.M.I. RECORDS (THE GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD.) E.M.1. HOUSE, 20 MANCHESTER SQUARE, LONDON W.1

TIN MIMS,

nn mono
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great new

The HERD in action.

weekly

IMPRESSIVE FIRST ALBUM FROM HERD
THE HERD have come up with a most interesting album, varied
and imaginative, under the title ****PARADISE LOST
(Fontana, TL 5458). Produced by the go-ahead Steve Rowland, the
composing credits go to Howard Blaikley (6) and the group :

that's alive to now!

Go Girl streaks ahead with all that's new and
now - in fashion, faces, pop, picture *stories,
special offers. Go Girl gets you going like
never before. You go for Go Girl. Today and
every week from now on!

Frampton-Bown (4), Frampton (1) and Steele (1).
Peter Frampton emerges as the
artist of the LP, gaining both lead
own. Wistful guitar and pleading
guitar and vocal praise from this
vocal.
reviewer. But the whole Herd
SHE LOVES ME, SHE LOVES
group is excellent and producer
ME NOT-Peter and Andy take
Rowland has added some good
the vocal on their own song, and
brass and string work where he
Peter does the guitar solo, with
thought it was needed to augment
Andy adding the organ solo in
the Herd.
this haunting pop -jazz fugue.
Here is a track -by -track run
FARE THEE WELL-Gary takes
down on it.

lead

.

.

PARADISE LOST - Peter
Plenty

vocal

and

instrumental

song

i

PAUL JONES'
exciting life story!

Impressive

but a bit

solo

on

this

SIDE TWO starts with

GO for pop

for the competition to
win original oil portraits of

exclusive on
chart -topper
LONG JOHN
BALDRY!

PAUL McCARTNEY,
TOM JONES,
SCOTT WALKER!

Wear your
FREE
DANGLE 'N'
DAZZLERS

tonight-get

FOR

Go Girl today!

* KNOCK -OUT CUT-OUTS
super bib dress from only 47 6;

Flamenco -

of the Tijuana brass about" it,
too.

ON MY WAY HOME-Peter sings
a simple song about present-day
life and thoughts and happenings
while walking home, with a surprisingly fast fade-out, as if they

re-

got fed up with it

quickly !

I liked his double -tracked Ceylon

City, and his Dylanesque Blackness Of The Night.
Other titles: Smash Your Heart,
Moonstone, First Cut Is The
Deepest, I'm Gonna Be King,
Come On Baby, and I Love

* COLOUR PORTRAIT OF
MICKY DOLENZ
* THE GUILTY ONES gripping

Them All.

new serial

FILM AND SHOW ALBUMS
THE BOY FRIEND (Parlophone,
P310 '7044). A new recording by
the cast at the Comedy theatre,
the music and lyrics by Sandy

* JOYOSCOPE your star guide to
happiness

* HELP ME! problem letters
AND GO FOR LOTS MORE
PICTURE STORIES,
ARTICLES, CARTOONS,
POP JOKES!

Wilson lose none of their 1930's
charm, and Nicholas Bennett,
Cheryl Kennedy, Tony Adams,
Marion Grimaldi and others put
over the numbers with great
tunefulness. Another version of

THE BOY FRIEND
original

London

cast

by the
(Anne

Rogers, Anthony Hayes, etc.) is
available on the Music For
:Pleasure label (MFP 1206).
HAPPIEST MILLIONAIRE (Musk

For Pleasure, MFP 1208). The
eleven songs are put over by the
Mike Semmes Singers and an

orchestra conducted by Camarata
with much appeal.
DOCTOR ZHIVAGO (Music For
Pleasure, MFP 1200) film music,
GOfor this

BIQDEAL-

Week's

nearly halfprice accessory Vt'atChe
in 5 great

today

GO GIRLfor
GO FOR rnoving pages issue!.
32 fast- this great first and bookstalls
not tniss

istt all newsagents

Colours!

by Maurice Jarre, is sensitively
played by the Metropolitan Pops

orchestra, conducted by Nicholai.
GONE WITH THE WIND (MGM C -8056l.

The

music

of

Max

Steiner on this original sound-

track recording is very inspiring
and the sleeve notes explain
what occurs during the playing
of the items.
SHOW TIME SPECIAL (HMV,
CLP 3642) brings back the ever
popular George Mitchell Minstrels of Black and White fame,
featuring Tony Mercer, Dai
Francis and John Boulter in 44
well-known
shows.

tunes

from

hit

ing.

GOODBYE GROOVY-A mickeytaking, BBC -accented announce-

ment by Andrew Steele leads to

a song by him, with a tinge of
the

about

30s

it,

beaty

yet

enough not to be. Harmonica to
get it swinging. Good track.

MIXED UP MINDS-Peter and
Andy sing this fast, joggy tune
about the crazy things of today.
Amusing and clever duet, mixing the words "mixed up minds"
"confusion" harmoniously.

After this and before the final
track comes an 8 -bar "Ode To
with

producer

Steve

Rowlands on it too, a thank
you to Ronnie Oppenheimer for
backing the Herd in the beginning.

IMPRESSIONS

OF OLIVER-

Jazzy instrumental by Bown and
Frampton, with full orchestra of
15 brass, string bass, piano and
percussion backing Peter on
guitar, Andy on organ and

Andrew on drums. Gary isn't on

this as there was no part for
electric bass. Sound% goad and
proves versatility of Herd as
composers.

Tokaido
Alentejo,
There.

Chickasaw County Kid (which she
is). This has a novel rhythm

about it. She also sings about the
Mississippi Delta, her neck of the
woods, which must be musically
beat -filled. I loved her dreamy
voice in 1 Saw An Angel Die, and
Hurry Tuesday Child. And the
hillbilly pleading in Papa Woncha
Let Me Go To Town With You.
And, of course, there's her Ode
hit, Bobbie has a fascinating blues
sound and I like it a lot.
Other titles: Sunday Best, Mkt
Reeky, Bugs, Lazy Willie.
**** CAT STEVENS: NEW
MASTERS (Denim. HMI. 1018).
Produced by Mike Hurst, with
no less than five musical directors,
Cat Stevens proves that he is a
forceful beat singer, whether he
is singing a fast one about having
a party with Kitty, or a slow,
big -voice ballad about Northern
Wind. Or his quiet I'm So Sleepy,

Inspirational and happy sound-

from the swinging Evening Glow
to the wistful A Thing Of Beauty.
Other titles: Span Crackle And
How's Your I)ad, Naughty
Nippon Nights; Wild Roses,

On this wonderful LP-what a
sultry -smooth singer this Bobbie
is-she sings about herself in

or the Tijuana -fast Laughing
Apple. Cat has written all the
songs on this 12 -track LP, a
remarkable achievement in itself.

military -style trouser suit from
only 52'6, matching skirt 15 -.

ou must

.

*** BOBBIE GENTRY : ODE
TO BILLIE JOE (Capitol, T3830).

GO

GO! GO! GO!

.

Peter vocalising in this big -voice,
big -sound former single hit. Bit

quested song when the Herd are
on stage. Peter Frampton sings
solo, with group backing. About
the loneliness of being on one's

GO for the 'WAISTS ARE IN'
fashion feature -first of many!

.

support.

behind in full

group

Oppy,"

FROM THE UNDERWORLD-

in a

vigorous, beaty tune, with the

dicating the number to the "dear
listening banana loving public "

starchy.

A banjo is added, too.
ON YOUR OWN-The most

I CAN FLY-Peter again,

and

(reference to the fact that the
Herd throw bananas to their
audiences on occasions).

sounding (guitar by Peter) track.

says Allen Evans

a public domain tune, which has

a cod introduction by him, de-

Based on Bach's Suite in D.
Strings and brass plus group.
SOMETHING STRANGE-Andy
Bown's much lighter voice singing

second

a

with

low-down jazz bit.
SAD-Gary Taylor takes the vocal,
making it sound like a hymn.

/GO For

and Peter

number. All full brass backing
and chimes. Drummer Andrew
Steele wrote this version from

help, with the brass ending the
Howard-Blaikley

vocal,

voice in this spiritual, which is
the second most requested stage

Frampton takes the vocal lead in
this intense, dramatic song about
a young boy losing his innocence.

ti

1968

Line,
Let

Hoxiy

Me Take

Cow,
You

**** FRANKIE VAUGHAN:

THERE MUST BE
(Columbia SX 6200).

A WAY

This evergreen vocalist-he had
two single hits in the charts
recently and below, on the NME
chart page, he had two others in
the " Ten Years Ago " chartproves that the years have lent
much to his voice and vocal

BOBBIE GENTRY

delivery and taken nothing away
from

it.

Backed

by

the

lush

orchestra,
Arthur
Greenslade
Frank sings a dozen top standards,

LPS

from which it is difficult to pick
any standout-they're all good!
'Cities: There Must Be A Way, I
Can't Begin To Tell You, Call
Me Irresponsible, I Don't Know
Why, That Old Feeling, There
I've Said It Again, Maybe You'll
Be There, Serenata, If 1 Had A
I)ozen Hearts, Time After Time,
The One I Love Belongs To
Somebody Else, I'll Never Smile

By Allen

Again.

*** GENE
PITNEY:
(Stateside,
GREATS

GOLDEN

SL 10216).

Evans

The clear -voiced Pitney sings
his versions of eleven big hits,

**** SEEKERS: SEEN IN

GREEN (Columbia, SX 6193).

The Australian folk quartet are

varying from country-and-western
(Green Green Grass Of Home,
Cryin', Mission Bell), to Tamla

a lot of dramatic intensity

(Stop In The Name Of Love,
Baby I Need Your Lovin'), and
goes back a bit to the evergreen
David Whitfield hit, Cara Mia.
Gene also makes a good job of
Graham Gouldman's Bus Stop.
But I had to check the speed of

musicians are used in a backing

Other titles: Groovy Kind Of Love,
Chant Me In, Levin' Feelin',
Time Won't Let Me.

still leaders when
interesting songs,

it

comes to

interestingly

sung. They have fun with 59th
Street

Bridge

Song

(Feeling

Groovy), and Judith Durham puts
into
her solo, If You Go Away. Bruce
Woodley has a nice, wistful vocal
on Angeline Is Always Friday, and
in Rattler (the sleeve notes say
Judith. is making a pot of tea
during this track!). And I liked
the ensemble work on Love Is
Kind Love Is Wine, and Colours
Of My Life. (I tried to play The
Sad Cloud several times but the
needle kept jumping.) Many other
capacity.

Other titles: If You Go Away, All
I

Can

Remember,

Chase

A

Rainbow, On The Other Side,
Cloudy,
Mind.

Can't Make Up My

**** FROM HANK, BRUCE,

BRIAN AND JOHN (SHADOWS)
(Columbia, SX 6199).

Someone has a good idea for a
sleeve-this Shadow's latest LP
has four stamps with member's
heads on them and a custom's
form on the back with the names
of the 14 tracks and " Value:
Priceless," This may be going a
bit too far, but as always the
Shads produce top class instrumentals, simple and yet so attractive, of favourites like San
Francisco, The Letter (both with
vocals, plus The Day I Met Marie

and A Better Man Than I). The
rest

are instrumentals,

varying

my player while running this disc
it seemed to be fast and I
.
wondered if I was on 45 instead
of 33. It wasn't, but consequent ally Gene's voice seems higher
and sharper than usual to me. He
seems to be in a hurry. Good
conductor backing work by
arranger Jimmy Wisner.

IN BRIEF
EDI)IE COCHRAN (Liberty,

LBL 83072F) is sadly missed
since his untimely death in 1960.
On this " Cherished Memories "

LP are 14 reasons-well sung

and played (he was also an ace

with compelling
guitarist)
expertise. Specially liked are
I've Waited So Long (soft,
caressing) and Weekend (a
rocker in the old style).
ESTHER and ABI OFAR131
(Philips. BL 7823) sing their
native Israeli song, Hora, with

great spirit, and follow it up with
other folk tunes in French, Ger-

man and English. This attractive
married couple are equally impressive as duettists or soloists. They

sing Morning Of My Life, Lonesome

Road,

Wanderlove

and

Cinderella Rockerrella (which they
did on the Doonican TV show).
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New to the Charts
JOHN FRED SOUNDS
LIKE NEGRO SOULSTER

But he's white and could
The LOVE AFFAIR (I to r) LYNTON GUEST, MAURICE BACON,

REX BRAYLEY, MICHAEL JACKSON and STEPHEN ELLIS.

Love Affair in dock

start new
rock craze

THE Love Affair, a new group formed less than six months ago.
were standing in the dock at Bow Street Magistrates Court when
they heard the news that their first record, " Everlasting Love
had entered this week's NME Chart at No. 20.
The group was arrested before Christmas following a photo session on
top of the statue of Eros in Piccadilly Circus, and charged with insulting
behaviour and causing an obstruction. But they pleaded not guilty and
their case has been adjourned until February 6.
The Love Affair came into being as a result of an advertisement which
appeared in the NME last year.
The ad was taken by drummer comedian - character

actor

me

that

it's

a

mood are different, but there
are
plenty
of
"Lucy" -type

phrases like "lemonade pie. '
The song will be released by Pye

THE first thing that surprised-

sheet of paper! The second thing

Street) was released as a single
last September, but didn't get off
the ground.
Incidentally, is rock 'n' roll on the
way back? That was one of the
thoughts that hit me as I listened

nay, bowled
this picture is

me over-about
that John Fred
turns out to be as white as this
-that John is in appearance
young, fresh -faced and reason-

ably conventional.

So forgive me if, on listening to
his " Judy In Disguise " hit, I

hadn't taken John foe a

MOSE

mature Negro soul singer ! He's
got that kind of raving voice.

John

is

an

up - in - the - clouds

6ft. Sins., and comes from Baton
Rouge in the U.S. He is now 23
but made his first record at the
age of 18, when he joined Paula

Records in the States. He plays

harmonica and as well as singing
writes most of his own material.
Listen closely to "Judy In Dis-

part of John Fred and the Playboy
Band LP, "Agnes English." The
"Agnes English" title track
(about a girl from Carnaby

to the get-up-and-go beat of
"Judy In Disguise."
There's also a cover version of

the song by Amboys Dukes, on
ALAN SMITH
Page One.

BRENTON WOOD

guise" and you may well agree

ON PAGE 4

15 -year -old

Maurice

BRIAN KEITH poses in front of (I to r) MIKE GRAHAM, PAUL
RAYMOND, NIGEI, OLSSON and TONY MURRAY. They make
up the PLASTIC PENNY group.

Plastic Penny make

it with 'wrong number'
THE Plastic Penny's version of " Everything 1 Am " (Page One),
which jumps into the NME Chart this week at No. 24, is
described by record producer Larry Page as " a slight case of sorry,
wrong number !"
On a recent promotional trip to

the U.S. Larry heard "Everything

I

Am" by the Box Tops and confifor
the group. He was then told that

dently

predicted

a

big

hit

he had been listening to the wrong
number and that "Neon Rainbow"
was to be the A side.
Although "Neon Rainbow" was
also released in Britain, they neglected " Everything I Am." Convinced it was a hit number, Larry
gave the song to Brian Keith, the

Max

Bacon, uncle of the group's drum-

mer,

cheerful

again m a couple of weeks as

is

as Chart news came

with

satire on the Beatles' 'Lucy In
The Sky." The tempo and the

Bacon.

And so the other members were
recruited-Stephen Ellis (singer),
Mike Jackson (bass), Lynton Guest
(piano and organ) and Rex Brayley
(lead guitar).
The group, whose average age is
only 17, has already made several
major TV appearances. Last week

lead vocalist with Plastic Penny.
Somewhere, someone is kicking
themselves for missing out this

Pops
and the day before they
starred in Granada -TV's " First
Timers."

catchy ballad !
The group is a mini -United
Nations. Brian is a Scot, born in
Glasgow; Tony Murray (hass guitar)
Irishman, born in Dublin ; and

One of the first groups to appear

of his childhood in Wales. The other

they

on

appeared on " Top Of The

the scene in

drummer Nigel Olsson spent most

1968, the Love -

Affair seem likely to have a sucfuture-despite that court
NORRIE DRUMMOND.

cessful
case.

JOHN FRED (crouching) and his PLAYBOY BAND.

members are Mike Graham (lead
guitar), who was born in Sunderland, and Paul Raymond (organ
and piano), from St. Alban's, Herts,

who previously played organ and
piano with Tony Jackson.

In addition to having the Troggs
creator, Larry Page, behind them
with his label, the group also have

Herman's agent Danny Betish, and
the Beatles' music publishing company where Lionel Conway, their
manager, is. Backed by this formidable team we are likely to be hear-

ing a lot more from the group.
Three of the group previously

recorded with the Universals-Paul
Raymond, Tony Murray and Brian
Keith. The flip side of the disc,
(" No Pleasure Without Pain ") was
written by Paul and Brian.
Underlining the fact that the
Penny's record has something
special to offer is the fact that
America's Bell Records, who released the Box Tops disc, are
anxious to release the Plastic

Penny's version now in the States.
KEITH ALTHAM.

These are the

Sounds
of a double -sided hit single

.

TELE 111

of a sensational album
CHIP, DAVE, ALAN & RICK

Too Many

Syria 111
Si .5! Sorta Soon&
In TM Sea Corns On Hornet Happy Sony

Negotiations In S&v. Srv,a, Sunshine Games ft,ping 0:1
ro, With you Ail The Way
Suddenly Winter
5,,n>,

(5) 63138

CBS
RECORDS

CBS Records. 28-30 Theobald's Road, London, W.C.1.
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TREMELOES

by Neil Smith

ELVIS PRESLEY and NANCY SINATRA enjoy a chat during their
forthcoming " Speedway " film.

Bee Gees had
no Xmas Eve
Continued from page 3
seat go down beside me. He must
have wanted to see the Beatles."
"Things like that happen here all

the time," said Barry. "Lights go
on and off ; doors open and shut."
At that moment an unused match
and a still smouldering fag end
which

had

hitherto

been

lying

happily side by side in the ashtray
suddenly came into contact and
burst into flame !
I asked Barry if such things

" No, not at all,"

frightened him.

he replied. " They mean no harm.
Usually it's people who in their life
were searching for something which

found. And so they
return to go on searching for it.
they

Bee Gees' recent trip to Australia
for Christmas and the story behind
reports that Barry and Robin had
collapsed from exhaustion on the
plane home.

" We set off the day before
Christmas Eve," said Barry, " but
due to the time difference we

arrived on Christmas Day. We

missed Christmas Eve altogether !
" It was supposed to be a holiday

I-

TAKE A

the charts

FROM

but there were people waiting for
us to arrive-Press and television
people were wanting us all the time.
Not that we mind interviews. It's

great that somebody is taking an
interest in you.

No letup

" Then we went on to Sydney,

where it was just Press and photographer., morning, noon and night.
We were beginning to get very
tired and weary, but we were loving
every minute of it. We did manage
to have Christmas Day to ourselves
with Robert Stigwood's family, but
when we left Australia we had had
barely any sleep."
Suddenly

the door burst open

and in stalked Bee Gee drummer
Colin Petersen, resembling a mad
cowboy, his long blond hair flaying

out from under a large Mexican
bandit -type hat. Barry and Maurice
turned to stare.

" What are you looking at ? "

asked Colin menacingly as he strode
across the room..

" Nothing." said Maurice blandly,
" except that every time we see you
you're wearing something different."

BRETTON WOOD

Colin shrugged, ambled round the

OVER BIG
HURDLE !

kr go/0 k he

efe'in >96d
SHE WEARS MY RING
Columbia DB8325

kaadaidykieda/14/7
Wavymet,Orakilles- EMI
OR

EMI occoere/

E.M.I. RECORDS (THE GRAMOPHONE CO LTD.) E.M.I. HOUSE, 20 MANCHESTER SQUARE, LONDON W.1

THE GREATEST RECORDING
ORGANISATION IN TIRE WORID

NOT so long ago Brenton Wood
was leaping over hurdles but
now he's jumping into the NME
Chart with " Gimme Little Sign,"
at No. 25 this week. Brenton, who
was born in Louisiana 27 years ago,
made quite a name for himself in
amateur athletics and is now making his name as a singer.
His first record " The Oogum
Boogum
America

Song "
and

was

now

hit in
second,

a

his

" Gimme Little Sign " is giving him
his first hit in this country.
At the age of two, Brenton was
taken by his parents-along with
their 11 other children-to California, where the Wood family
settled.

Brenton's first job as
sional singer was with

a profesa

group

called the Quotations. He was still
at college at this time but the group
made a reasonable living playing
in local clubs and dance -halls.
Apart from singing, Brenton
Wood is also an accomplished
pianist and dancer, and British
audiences will get a chance to see
Brenton in action when he arrives
for a promotional visit on January
21.

" Gimme Little
Sign " is being released on Liberty
on January 26.
His

first

LP

NORRIE DRUMMOND

room, then bounced on to the settee
and sat silent.
Barry picked up where he had
left off: " We just cannot sleep in
planes. Robin is as nervous as a

kitten. You hear of so many crashes.
I know that you can say there is
more chance of a crash on the roads,
but it can happen in the air, too.
Or on a train like Robin in the Hither
Green

so we can get the actual effects we
have on our records. We think the
kids are sick of groups not reproducing their
accurately.

tragedy. He could well have

been killed.
" I hate flying," went on Barry.
" It just worries me because it's
.

not a natural thing to do. We were
due to stop at Istanbul..anyway, but

had been flying for 28 hours
solid and we were really fagged out.
About an hour or so before we got
there we just couldn't keep awake
any longer.
"Robert advised we should go to
hospital for a check up. They told
us there we were suffering from
mental and physical exhaustion. So
we decided to rest up. There wasn't
much else we could do.
" There's only one place to visit
and that's the Blue Mosque and
we

they wouldn't

let

us

in

because

Robert's secretary was wearing a
mini -skirt."
As we were talking, Cohn had

disappeared as mysteriously as he had
arrived. Then

the door flew open

again and in came Robin, all smiles.

Barry Introduced us and I said
we'd met before. " Ah yes, I
remember. That weekend in Paris,"
Robin drawled, in mock sophistication. Merriment reigned.
I asked the three of them about
the forthcoming Bee Gee tour, of

which much has been forecast and
much is expected. " We're starting
on March 27 at the Albert Hall with
a 60 -piece orchestra and then we go
on tour with 30 musicians," Barry
informed me. "The Bonzo Dog Doo

disc sound

on

stage

" We want to make the vhole
tour a sort of glamorous thing.
Our aim is to bring show business
back into show business.
" A lot of people have taken the
prestige out of it because of the
drug thing' and the idea that you
have to get stoned every night. A
good guitarist doesn't need drugs
to play just as a good reporter

doesn't need drugs to write."

New disc

never

Timothy is quite friendly. We
reserve a seat for him now."
We left the friendly Beatle-fan
ghost to rest and turned to more
down-to-earth matters, such as the

NME cartoonist Neil Smith strikes again-this time it's the TREMELOES, recently voted No. 3 in the NME Poll Best New Group Section, and
No. 5 in the Charts -Points of 1967. Visualised as " rockers " by Neil are II to r) RICK WEST, CHIP HAWKES, DAVE MUNDEN and leader
ALAN BLAKELY. The Trems are aiming at the Chart again with their new single, " Suddenly You Love Me," reviewed on page 6.

Dab Band and another group will do
the first half and we'll have the
second to ourselves.
" We want to have an orchestra

We moved on to talk about the
group's new record, " Words." Said
Maurice: " It's very soft and nice."
Quoth Barry: " We are constantly
striving for something different.
You can't say ' World.' and ' Massachusetts ' were original. We were
not striving for originality, but for
melody. I think pop people have been
ignoring melody."
Maurice joined in: " They want
something they can whistle to. Take
' Massachusetts.' And the lights all
went down in Massachusetts,' " he
sang. " That was the phrase there
that caught on. Something in a song
has to he repetitive."
" That's what the Beatles did on
their records," said Robin, treating
us to a rendering of repetitive phrases
from a number of hits.
After the song break, I asked the
brothers what they thought was the
most

exciting

facing them.

prospect

they

had

" The movie," Barry replied without hesitation. " It's called ' Lord
Kitchener's Little Drummer Boys '
and is all about the five of us as a
vaudeville act at the turn of the
century. We get press-ganged into the
army and shipped over to Africa for
the Boer War.
" It will be a comedy film hut it

also have death and drama
and tragedy. We want to make
people laugh and cry. People love
to cry.
"They are the sort of films the
will

public wants. Anyone can make a sex
film, a blue
film. That is the
opposite to what we want to do.
Look at ' The Sound Of Music.'

' South Pacific.' They are the type of
films that are the most popular and
run for ever !
" We'll be writing the basic script.
the skeleton of it. Then we'll hand
it over to an experienced scenario
writer. If we don't like the finished
film we won't release it. That was
where the Beatles went wrong."

Enthused

Maurice upped and

played us a

record-" Hush " by Billie Joe Royal
-and began enthusing, as Maurice
is wont to do over certain records.
The phone rang. It was Robert
Stigwood. He had just bought a home
projector for showing full length
movies and wanted to know what
films they would like to see.
" Get The Long Ships,' " shouted
Robin. "Genghis Khan,' " roared
Maurice. The next ten minutes were
spent on requests for almost every
film ever made-but no sex films, of
course
All that over, a clutch of Bee Gee
fans, awaiting patiently in the street
outside, made its presence heard.
Barry drew aside the lace curtains
to give them a wave.
I commented on the group's white
!

Rolls-Royce. which with Its old
model body and smoked windows

looked like a sophisticated gangster's
dream.
Isn't it great," said Barry.
" Robert gave us that for giving
him a Gold Disc "
!
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JOE LOSS

LIMITED01-580 1212/3 2323/4

MORLEY HOUSE,
REGENT ST., LONDON, W.1

The

DAVID
WHITFIELD
e/0 GRADE ORGANISATION

Cabaret Artistes

Orchestras

Bands

m:Oltir

THE KARLI NS

Sole representation
THE EWBANK THEATRICAL AGENCY LIMITED

SUITE 7. TOWNSEND HOUSE, 22-25 DEAN STREET, LONDON W.1. TEL: 734 9186 (4 LINES)

THE RIOT SQUAD
Personal Management

:

WARDONA PRODUCTIONS LTD.,
Telephone 01240 2816

23 DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W C 2

AUELI

APPLEJACKS * THE LEMON TREE
GALAXY ENTERTAINMENTS LTD.

01-240 1955

7 DENMARK ST., LONDON, W.C.2

MAGIC MIXTURE

All Enquiries

:

01-806 4645/6494

JOHN EDWARD ENT. AGENCY

For an action -packed show with 7 -piece group, featuring trumpet, sax, organ,
guitars, drums and vocalist.
THE PACKAGE DEAL BAND
The group that packs soul III Representation: GRAHAM COLE,
J. C. THEATRICAL AGENCY, 20, St. Martins Road, Weymouth.
Tel.: Weymouth 4588.

Please allow 2 extra words if Box

BEACH BOYS Fan Club, s.a.e.

61,

BOBBIE GENTRY Fan

S.A.E. 142
Birmingham

Road,

22c.

Club,

Kingstanding,

Marine

CHRIS FARLOWE Fan Club. -47 Gerrard
Street,

W.1.

DEL SHANNON National Fan Club,

to Diane Shaw, 24,
don, W.C.2.

Denmark Street,

s.a.e.
Lon-

GEORGIE FAME Fan Club Sec., 47 Gerrard
Street, W.1.

"HUMP FANS" (Stamped, Addressed Envelope

Piease)

Club,
Middlesex.
Fan

44

to Engetbert Humperdinck
Fontmell
Park,
Ashford,

JOIN THE Official Bee Gees Fan Club! Send
order and a self
a
five shilling postal
addressed envelope to, Julie Barrett, 67,
Brook Street, London, W.1.

JULIE FELIX Club. 28 Heretnrd Buildings,
Old Church Street, S.W.3.
KENNY BALL Appreciation Society.-S.a.e.
to

Miss Pat
London W.1.

Sanders.

18

Carlisle

PAUL AND BARRY RYAN

CORNER
CLOCKWORK OTION * EYES OF BLUE

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
RATES

FAN CLUBS 1/3 per word

Atlantic

Fan

Street,
Club.

S.A.E. 44 Ernest Grove, Beckenham, Kent.
PAUL JONES Fan Club. S.a.e. to Pat Jennings. 24 Denmark Street, W.C.2.
PETER AND GORDON FAN CLUB. S.a.e.
Penny Graham, 24 Denmark Street, W.C.2.
ROGER DAY fan club s.a.e. P.O. Box 1.
Margate.

SIR JOHNNIE WALKER Fan

Club s.a.e.

P.O. Box 17, Solihull, Warwickshire.
SPENCER DAVIS Group, s.a.e. to Lee, 4th
Floor, 1, Wardour Street, London, W.1.
TOM JONES Official Fan Club. S.a.e. for
details to Jo, 239, Charleton Road, Shepperton.

TONY BLACKBURN Fan Club, s.a.e.
Harold Davison
Street, London, W.1.

to

No is required and add
Service charge.

RADIO LUXEMBOURG

SUNDAY

Music Scene

'68;

6.00

Paul

Burnett;

- 208 METRES

Pops Past Midnight; 12.30 Music In
The Night.
THURSDAY
6.30 This Is It; 7.00 Jimmy Savile's Birth

12.00

8.00

Don Wardell; 8.45 Radio Bingo Show; 9.00

Wardell; 9.30 Big Screen Scene; 10
Hey! Hey! It's The Monkees; 10.15
Wanna
Know; 11 Top 20;
12
Midnight With
Don

for

All trade announcements 2/6 per

Road.

E.C.1.

H0L

CLASSIFIED

ADVT. DEPT.

The New Musical Express,
15-17

Long Acre, London, W.C.2.
01-240 2266 (5 lines).

GROUPS WANTED 1/3 per word

01-393

recordings
instant
Demo
Hammond installed. ES per hour.

0603.

Disc.

All

artists.

45

Many

r.p.m.

records
deleted. Send

E.2.

U.S.A.

MYSTERY TOUR "
or Stereo in
Luxe Album, 49s. including protege.
DUANE EDDY " Best Of " imported L.P.,
42s.
2d,
LOVE " Da Capo,''35s. 6d.

8d.

334, Banbury, Oxon.
and
Band.
Cabaret.
Anywhere. 69 Glenwood Gardens, Ilford.
CRC 4043.
LOU
PREAGER'S
PRESENTATIONS.
Bands, Cabaret. - 69 Glenwood Gardens,
Ilford. CR E 4043.
POP
GROUP.
Reasonable
prices,
Mr.

bury

HOWARD BAKER

Thomas, ELG 2991.

VOCALISTS WANTED 1/- per word
NORTON YORK Agency requires vocalists

-See " Groups Wanted."

Tonbridge, Kent.

DOUBLE FRONTED shop, seven rooms,
usual offices, bus route 2 minutes sea. No
restrictions. Garage for four cars. Freehold

£9,000. - Phone Thanet 51589.
GENUINE NOTTINGHAM LACE

Parcel

containing 200-250 yards assorted widths and
shades
plus 2/- P. & p. Money back

il

R.

V.

Shaw, 22,

Gate

Street,

Music In The Night.

WEDNESDAY
6.30 This Is It; 7.00 Wednesday's Requests;

6.30
7.45

This
Join

Is

LP

It; 7.00 Saturday's Requests;
Peter
In -Crowd;
8.00
The
Parade;
Parade; 8.30 Pop

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED 9d. per word

`68! 668'

%IV

rave!

Mansions,

industry

at

No,

71

Leith

Grantully Road, W.9. All Objec-

A.1. ACCORDIONIST -876-4542.
A.1. PIANIST -876-4542.
ACTION-THEQUES.
Portable
disco -units
with D.J.s now available for weddings.
parties, dances, etc. (London area only).
01.68E1 0989

(evenings).

tions, and the grounds therefor, must be sub- FANTASTIC TWANG DISCOTHEQUE inlight show and
mitted in writing to the Town Clerk, corporating fascinating
Hall, Victoria Street, swinging D.J.s.!-Dances. Parties, Weddings Westminster City
S.W.1. within 14 days from the date of 66. Newtown Road, Marlow, Bucks -Marlow
3488.
publication of this advertisement.

PAVION LTD.

PETER FRAMPTON
The big pop face of '68

52-55 CARNABY STREET, LONDON, W.1

BEE GEES in RAVE'S New Year
pop honours list

RAVE GIRL OF '68
YOUR FACE and fashions
AND MORE MORE MORE !

entertainment

DON'T BE LATE FOR '68 !

TOP GROUPS AND BANDS

BILLY FURY

NASHVILLE

!
!

SKIP

TEENS
BIFFERTY
plus PRIDE AND JOY BUZZ BAND
For top acts for every field of entertainment, contact :

world's best Export service. Records
immediately despatched to any country.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send now for de- Name
tails. Deal with specialists.
it costs no
more.

Papworths,

ham, England.

Notting- Address

Alfreton Road,

NAME
ADDRESS
(BLOCK CAPITALS)

Tick period required : 12 months (CO Els. Od.); 8 months (El 3s. Od.).
Post to " New Musical Express,"
Overseas £2 Os. Od. (surface mail).
Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

Age

RARE RECORDS of Tamla, Atlantic, etc.,

also
early
Cliff Richard,
Beach
Boys,
Beatles,
Gene
Vincent, Impressions, etc.
Send stamped addressed envelope for lists
to Disc Stop, 256, Waterloo Road, Manchester. 8.

TUITION 1/6 per word
A CAREER

in

Pop

Ballad

Singing.

Published every Friday for the Proprietors, New Musical Express Ltd., .by

George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London W.C.2, at
the recommended maximum price shown on the cover, Editorial and Advertisement Offices, 15-17, Long Acre, London, W.C.2. Printed in England by the
Electrical Press Ltd. (Web Offset 'Division)', Harlow, Essex. Registered at
the G.P.O. as a newspaper. Sole Agents: Australia and New Zealand, Gordon &
Gotch (A/sia) Ltd.; South Africa, Central News Agency Ltd.; Rhodesia,
Malawi and Zambia, Kingstons Ltd.; East Africa, Stationery & Office Supplies
Ltd. Subscription rate, including postage for one year: U.K. and Eire f2 6s. Od.,

Fagan's

Court, Cardiff.

1956-67 TOP 20 Records for sale. Thousands of rare deletions included plus special

EVERY WEEK
USE YOUR NME
Classified columns. The finest
way to sell your unwanted
records, instruments, joining

new members to your Fan
Club, bringing to the attention
of the right people your artists,
groups or bands.
The cost is quite

SMALL and pays BIG
dividends.

The 12th introductory training course for DJ's has started
this week, 8th January. There are three places still open
on this course. Any person wishing to join should apply as
soon as possible to :
THE SCHOOL OF BROADCASTING, 7 NORFOLK ST., STRAND, W.C.2

01-836 0368

Improve
yourself
IN 12 EASY LESSONS!

If you want to get ahead In life. you need
something extra. Here's a quick and easy
way toacquirean extraskill, one thatwill
help you to get a better Job, earn more
money, meet more interesting people.
LEARN TO TOUCH-TYPE IN ONLY 12 HOURS

through a computerised electronic teaching =Chine. Everybody can now learn co
touch-type. No special educational standards ore required.

e Pick your own lesson time
Only one
hour daily a Only 12 one hour lessons
"Na need to own a typewriter No home
practising No text books to buy
12 GNS. NO EXTRAS

As shown on BBC TV

'Remarkable' Deily Mirror

SIGHT & SOUND 1,21."Afr,rk7cfSvE

FREE demonstrations daily all over Britain at: oxford Circus. Hampstead. Croydon,
Maidstone, Birmingham. Leeds, Bristol, Nottingham, Manchester. 1.iverpOnl.GlasgOw.
Edinburgh. Belfast. Dublin.
r1%.
44.

IP'

f want In imp; our niusrlf. flush nor decals today, MIMI

To The Director. Sight & Sound 214 Oxford St., London W.1.

Telephone: 01-636 8873
Pleuoe send FREE ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER and addissni ni, neari,t. cent,
Name

Addy*.

NMI

or Overseas £2 Os. Od. (Surface mail).

"IR IN

Time -clock slave? Or world traveller?
It's time to decide.
Want to clock -in, clock -out all your

life? Or go places in a great career? If
you're missing travel, adventure and a
good trade make for the Royal Navy and get the lot. You can join at 15.

Get out of the rut.
Get into the Royal Navy!

Tel.

RIV 9228 for VOICE TEST 4vith the
RECORD BAZAAR. 50,000 from 2s. Write CONCORD
SCHOOL
OF
SINGING,
for lists. -1142-6 Argyle Street, Glasgow.
London's
Leading
Pop
Tuition Centre.
RECORDS BY RETURN OF POST. Send Training singers for 'work ,n clubs, T.V.
4d. in stamps today for our FREE 48 or Records is our speciality.
page catalogue listing over 4,000 titles, then ACKNOWLEDGED as the best, the Ivor
test our service -order
record of your Mairants postal course for plectrum and
choice but send no money for seven days! finger
-style guitar. -Particulars. Ivor MairWrite HEANOR RECORD CENTRE, (Dept. ants, Musicentre
Ltd., 56 Rathbone Place,
NME), Heanor, Derbyshire.
London. W.I.
RECORDS, MAGAZINES, SCRAPBOOKS. MAURICE
BURMAN
SCHOOL
OF
-S.A.E. 159 Bury Old Road, Salford 8.
MODERN POP SINGING. Private tuition.
SIX SONGS from present top twenty at Beginners encouraged. - 137 Bickenhall
sensational price of 10s.. post included. Mansions, Baker Street, W.I. HUN 2666.
Completely new and unused. Not ex -juke box.
Money back if any fa It f u d Se d heq e
or P.O. to: -G, Harris, 12, Lon-Y-Ffin, St.

DAVE ARDEN or BILL CORBETT - GER 9602
Why not ask your Newsagent to reserve a copy of the NME each week ?
In the event of any difficulty, complete the subscription form below and
send it to us with your remittance. YOU CAN MAKE SURE OF YOUR
COPY EACH FRIDAY BY POST.

AA,P

THE SCHOOL OF BROADCASTING

FOUR OR FIVE Piece Band for North East

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LICENCES. I,
Joseph
Halmai
trading
as
Concerttour
Promotions intend to apply to the Westminster City Council for a Licence to carry on
an Employment Agency for persons in the

WkilLidua.v/w

I was a 7 -stone
weakling until I
discovered 'Dynamic
Tension' the secret
method of developing
REAL MEN. Send
for my free book &
details of my 7 -day
FREE trial offer.
CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 59A, Chitty
Street, London, W.1.

the

Collectors 'Wants Service. Send large s.a.e.
APPLY NOW. Norton York Agency booking Nottingham.
Groups/Bands for Summer Seasons, also N.M.E. BACK issues, 1960 to 1967. Offers. to Moore, 73, Mill Road, Leighton Buzzard,
Beds.
London, Continent, Lebanon. - 86, Turnharn -9 Kelvin Hill, Basingstoke, Hants.
Green Terrace, W.4. 01-994 4895.
PEN PORTRAITS.
Send your
CLAYMAN AGENCY require professional photograph for a 10in. x 14in. pen favourite
drawing SITUATIONS VACANT 1/- per word
recording groups. Excellent opportunities. - only 55. Mr. B. Windsor, 9, Hoyal Road,
Clayman Agency 247-5531.
Hamworthy, Poole, Dorset.
GALAXY ENTERTAINMENTS require good SHEET MUSIC. Any song from Top Twenty EXPERIENCED WOOD -WIND players and
groups for all parts of England and some 3/64. (incl. p. & p.) Danbee Sales, 51, young men of school leaving age, required
Continental work. -01-240 1955.
Darlington Street, Wigan.
to
fill vacancies. -Write for details to
GROUPS WANTED for continental clubs,
RAMC Band, Ash Vale, Aldershot, Hants.
Enquiries - Clayman Agency 247 5531.
GO-GO DANCERS for continental DiscoGROUPS WANTED. Friday Dances. No
theques
-Claymans 247 5531.
RECORDS WANTED 1/- per word
Secretary,
Apply Entertainments
Agency.
OFFICE JUNIOR aged 15-17 for public
Geest Sociai Club, Spring Gardens, Spalding.
relations office W.1. Typing essential, shortPOP 45's, 78's, L.P.'s wanted. Post to me hand preferred. Box No. 2312.
for cash by return, any quantity. F. Moore,
73,
Mill Road, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.
MUSICAL SERVICES 1/6 per word
WANTED, 12 in. L.P.'s-15s.,
E.P.'sACCOMMODATION 1/- per word
45.
6d., 45's-ls. 6d./2s. Good condition.
ESTABLISHED SONGWRITER (Genuine) Send details. " Records," 8 Queen Street.
BOURNEMOUTH, HOTEL ROMANTICA,
needs backer. Box No. 2313.
Gravesend, Kent.
Wimborne Road. Tel.: 22941. Special reduced
terms for honeymoon couples.

Theatre/Restaurant.
Must be first class
DANCES 1/- per word
cabaret accompanist but also showy group
7.30 Disc Drive; 7.45 Sounds Like Tomor- 8.45 Radio Bingo Show; 9 Battle Of The for dancing with vocals, etc. Ring 01-437
row; 8 "Happenings" 8.30 Pop Parade; 8.45 Giants; 9.15 Tony Blackburn Show; 9.30 7273.
EVERY TUESDAY night at the Lyceum
Radio Bingo Show; 9.00 Jimmy Savile; 9.15 Night and Dee; 10.30 Symonds on Saturday;
Ballroom, Strand. "Off the Record." Guest
Saturday Special; 11.15 Musica '68;
'208' Turntable; 9.30 Just Denning; 10.00 11
artistes and
D.J.'s. 7.30-11.30.
groups,
Peter Murray Show; 10.30 Teen And Twenty 11.30 Record Round -up: 12.00 Alan Freeman
Admission 3/6d.
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY LICENCES
11.15 Show; 12.30 Sam Costa's Night Cap; 1.00
Disc Club;
11
Dave
Cash Show;
Midnight: Music in The Night.
Musica
11.30
Pops Till
'68;
1/6 per word
Murray's

Seller"

Spider
17434.

Magiaartfr

LONG JOHN BALDRY

each.

RELEASE

Jumping

-7/4/

DOORS "Strange Days," 32s. 6d. FOUR
TOPS " Greatest Hits,' 32s. 6d. SUPREMES
" Greatest Hits," 32s. 6d.
VENTURES
" Million
Dollar Weekend,"
33s.
6d.
TRAFFIC " Mr. Fantasy," 32s. 6d. OTIS
REDDING " Soul Album " " Otis Blue,"
32s.

to:

''',,441cY011;1100,CANHAVE,'-:ABODYLIKEMINEr-,

" MAGICAL

L.P.
Mono

day; 7.30 Colin's Choice; 7.45 Join The
In -Crowd; 8.00 Jimmy Savile; 8.15 It's PopPye Time; 8.30 Pop Parade; 8.45 Radio
MONDAY
Bingo Show;
9.00 Chris Denning Show;
6.30 This Is It; 7000 Monday's Requests; 7.45 9.30
Date With Cathy; 9.45 Tony BlackJoin
The
In -Crowd;
8.00
Discs-A- burn AShow;
10 Jimmy Young;
Brian
Poppin; 8.30 Pop Parade; 8.45 Radio Bingo Matthew's Pop Parade; 11.15 Jimmy11Savile's
Show; 9 Tony Blackburn Leg Show; 9.30 "15"; 11.30 Pops Till Midnight; 12 Pops
Battle Of The Giants; 9.45 Line Engaged; 10 Past Midnight; 12.30 Music In The Night.
Top Pops; 10.30 Jack Jackson Hit Parade:
FRIDAY
11 That Boy These Grooves; 11.15 Sounds 6.30
This Is It; 7 Beauty -Go -Round; 7.15
Like Tomorrow; 11.30 Pops Till Midnight;
WANTED 1/- per word
12,00 Pops Past
Midnight; 12.45 Music Friday's Requests; 7.30 Disc Drive; 7.45 LP
SITUATIONS WANTED 1/- per word
Spin; 8.00 Sounds Like Tomorrow; 8.15 Pop
in The Night.
INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE 1/- per w.ird
Parade; 8.30 Jimmy's Club; 8.45 Radio Bingo
TUESDAY
BASS
PLAYER seeks pro band. Telephone
for
RECORDINGS
WANTED
MASTER
Show;
9
Don
Moss
Show;
9.15
Peter
Murray
6.30 This Is It; 7.00 Tuesday's Requests:
Oswestry 2648.
Release. -Box No. 2314.
SELMAR PIANOTRON and amplifier, as
10 Simon's
7.45 Join The
In
Crowd; 8.00 Impact; Show; 9.45 Cash's Corner;
EXPERIENCED
(
EX
-NAME)
Bass
Guitarist
N.M.E.s
WANTED.
October
1962
-June
1965.
new, £60, ring 556-9676.
Brian Matthew's Friday Disc
8.30 Sounds Like Tomorrow;
8.45 Radio Scene; 11
seeks working pro. group. Orpington 29352. SUPER CLASSIC Ludwig Drurn Kit, as new.
Bingo Show; 9.00 Pop Parade; 9.15 David Show; 11.30 Pops Till Midnight; 12 Mid- Offers -105, Kirktonholme Road, East Kil- LEAD GUITARIST, vocalist seeking group. I £200
o.n.o. 'Cash' -Tel.: Wrexham 51179.
Symonds; 9.30 Sam Costa Show; 10 Like night With Cash; 12.30 Friday Night - bridge, Glasgow.
London
area.
Potters
Bar
54462
after
6
p.m.
Boyle;
1.00
Morning
With
Katie
Saturday
Young; 10.30 Teen and Twenty Disc Club;
RHYTHM -LEAD seeks working group. Tel:
11
David Jacobs' Show; 11.30 Pops Till Pete Brady; 1.30 Jimmy Savile's Bedroom.
BANDS
WANTED
1/3
per
word
603
3639,
Flat
2.
Midnight; 12.00 Pops Past Midnight; 12.30 SATURDAY
I

Matthew; 1.30 Music In The Night.

tr

s.a.e. for lists. -12, Winkley Street, London,
BEATLES

send s.a.e.

Pye 7N

RECORDS FOR SALE 1/- per word
A HUNDRED thousand

please

NOW IN
"Artificial

" Let The Heartaches Begin " L.P., 32s. 6d.
Please add Is. 6d. postage for L.P. orders
(U.K.
only).
JOHN
LEVER,
GOLD
STREET, NORTHAMPTON.
BANDS 1/- per word
EX -TOP TWENTY Records from ls. 6d.
each. All top artistes. Send s.a.e. for lists,
280, Barking Road, Plaistow, London, E.13.
A.1. BANDS -876-4542.
COLIN JAMES Blues Band. - Tel.: Adder - PAPWORTHS OF NOTTINGHAM operate

FOR SALE 1/- per word

3056.

CLASS

De

INSTRUMENT REPAIRS V- per word BADGE CRAZE. New list out now. Send
3d. and s.a.e. - "Oakapple"
Brenchley,
EXPERT ACCORDION and Chrs retie Harmonica Repairs Service. Hohner instruments
only.-Hohner (NME), 11-13 Farringdon

ORGANISATION,

rate. All classified advertisements

must be prepaid and sent to :-

for details

Margaret Heaney, 2, Chapel Cottages.
Main Road, Hathersage, Sheffield.

5954

SOUND

available.

two words are charged at double

ROY HUDD FAN CLUB

ORIGINAL SOUND Productions produces
demos and Masters for suitable groups, 540

word.
Heavy black capitals after first

Guarantee.

FULL PROGRAMMES

3/-

Ltd., 235/241, Regent

Mel,

RECORDING 1/- per word

NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS

Tel.: REG 5821

Parade, Whitstable, Kent.

STAPLETON-LIPTON ARTISTES & MUSIC LTD.

15

1111 Ell 1111 1M Ell

Royal Navy I
Royal Naval Careers Service (607RN7).

Old Admiralty Building, London, S.W.1.
Please send me, entirely without obligation, the
free 52 -page booklet'The Royal Navy as a Career'
Name

Address

Date of birth
(Enquiries from U.N. residents only)

11. Ill IN

I

On sale Friday, week ending January 13,

NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS

S

1968

WONDERFUL NEW DISC'

TRUE LOVE NEVER

RUNS SMOOTH

'SUNFLAKES FALL
SNOWRAYS CALL'

ERROL DIXON
on DECCA F 12717

APP63REAfTrt,

TEM 3856

K.P.M., 21 DENMARK STREET, W.C.2

by the

TAILPIECES

was married secretly to former "Ready, Steady, Go !" dance star

FORand the Supremes receiving record salary from Bernard Delion(
In U.S. album chart. Monkees replaced at No. by Beatles
.

.

.

I

.

For British Top 30, your Alley Cat tips entry of Gordon Mills'
new vocal discovery Solomon King .
.

Will Tom Jones ever

.

.

Diana Dors co-

starring in cabaret

.

.

.

.

learn

what Frank Sinatra has forgotten
about singing 9
In Argentine, Tremeloes' " Bad Times
battling with Engelbert Humperdinek's " Release Me - for No. 1
At Las Vegas, Johnnie Ray
and Britain's

.

.

German bride for Randy New-

man,

composer

of Alan

Price's

Smith "....S eeker s

"Simon

personal manager Eddie Jarrett
operating from Peter Gormley's
office....67 recordings of Leslie

Masters, and Maurice Gibb, Colin

Bricusse's "Dr. Dolittle" songs....
British impresario Jarvis Astaire
reports sensational performance by
Diana Ross and the Supremes in
Miami
cabaret.... Dick
James'

Bee Gees. ,..Both sides of Freddie

Silver holidaying in Barbados with

Personalities at Lulu's Luton
cabaret opening : Matt Monro, U.S.
comedian Frank Fontaine, com-

poser Don Black. singer Valerie

music

publishing partner Edward

Ryder's new single penned by Marty

Kathy

Kirby

and Keith West complete " Teenage
Opera" LP, will it he middle-aged? !

beard: Herb Alpert....

Peterson and Vince Melouney of the

Wilde.... By the time Mark Wirtz

Morton's
wife Julia Foster, who co-stars with
Tommy Steele in " Half A SixDaughter

for

Lionel

Mystery Tour"....Davy Jones has

frequently
-:-another

dated Deanna Martin
of
Dean
Martin's

daughters....

Clark
Leading

New Year's Lye....

a

Kinn greatly impressed by Four
Tops at Copacabana....Colour
TV improved Beatles' "Magical

jacket.... Eric Delaney'.s

bought a
personal
manager Derek Boulton married
Swedish interpreter Sly Lilya on

manager

SANDY SARGEANT (20) last week. Photopost picture shows them
after the cereniony.

....The

late
vocal

former

Nat "King" Cole's
protegee

Barbara

McNair highlighted "Spotlight" TV

show....Your Alley Cat doesn't
expect Elvis Presley to retain poll
crowns....
Big business for Jimmy Tarbuck

pantomime co-starring Anita Harris
at
Coventry.... Facially,
isn't
Frank Meld like a younger Burt
to
Lancaster"
Congratulations
agent Jackie Green-on impressive
array

of

dates....

Lulu

U.S.

cabaret

For
Palladium
pantomime,
Engelbert Humperdinck received
good -luck
telegram from Cliff
Richard....In U.S. LP chart,
Beatles hotly pursued by Rolling
Stones
Noted composer Mitchell
Leigh

writing

Broadway

with Vikki Carr in mind....

musical

delay, Foundations
U.S. hit....At Hirt

and clarinettist Pete Fountain waxed
separate LPs of Bert Kaempfert
compositions.... Ho* did Tony.
Hatch react to Les Reed and Barry
Mason writing next single for Petula
New

York

agent

Norman Weiss forecasts big success
by Tom Jones in U.S cabaret

Lennon....

Mia Farrow was forecast by your

LULU pranced on to the stage at Cesar's Palace at Luton on Sunday
and won over a packed room of happy winers and diners with eleven
songs in 35 minutes, a great start to a fortnight's engagement.

Crab "

showing

Frank Sinatra's reconciliation with

Alley Cat....MGM label signed
Eddie Simon, guitarist brother of
Paul Simon...." Tinker And The
(Donovan's

Petula Clark's
Worth a spin
current hit flipside-Leslie Bricusse's
" Crossroads
Of
Love "....In
:

Peaches and Herb vocal duo, new

Herb Fame partner

Joint

birthday

Luxembourg chief Geoffrey Everitt
last
night
(Thursday).... Ron

Goodwin

musical

score

for

Herman's Hermits' "Mrs. Brown"

film....

Most of the oldies on Tony Blackburn's shows are his jokes
Is
Plastic Penny's hit dedicated to
Simon Dec''
Reunited again:

Marlene

Unlikely Elizabeth Taylor bought
five copies of Anita Harris' " Anniversary Waltz " !....His current hit
Georgie Fame's biggest for 18
:

version
suggested

of

for

" There Is A Foun-

Alt in white, with a belted creation
featuring a feather boa mini -skirt and
us plenty of pleasantly
plump leg, the wee Scots lassie poured
lots of vivacious self-assurance into
her songs, sung in her well-known
" sore -throat " voice, which combines

Lulu became loud, lusty. was still

lovely with " Call Me " and took
a false exit after " Something
Better " from " Sweet Charity."
Thoroughly warmed up, she now did.

just the right mixture of rasp and
clarity to be original and make her
the NME readers' new Top British

her current number,

" Love Loves
To Love Love," then a song about a
young man crying, next " Bbat That
I Row," slower for " To Sir With
Love " and then a rip-roaring finale
of " Shout."
Good act from a talented teen-

Female Singer.
Backed by the lively Johnny Harris,

who arranged her songs and led her
own swinging eight -piece band, Lulu
belted out " I'm Gonna Dance All
Night," her silver-slippered feet
proving just that.
Helped by the U-shaped layout of
the tables, the
meal for 25s.
atmosphere of
conditioning I've

the

and

ager who has a long way to go
yet.

The house band is very lively at
this popular Luton rendezvous and I
hear the pianist has written a " Back
Britain " number called " Make
Britain Great In '68."
Monday
admissions are being donated to the
"Back Britain" fund, too. Swinging

3 -course

good -value

?), and then into a dreamy

Gibb

number.

congenial

Cesar's (best air
ever encountered),
Lulu had fun with " Lulu's Back In
Town," " Hallelujah I Love Him
So " (dedicated to stagesider Maurice

!

ANDY GRAY

TIES

MaiXoC)3L1L1L -TeCOTLT

the
party

for Vera Lynn's music publisher husband Harry Lewis and Radio

is

Mack-who replaces Francine Day
....England's
soccer
captain
Bobby Moore names his favourite
singers: Tony Bennett and Peggy
Lee. !..

Songwriter Bert Berns (who died
was
Neil
Diamond's

manager - also

composition)

waxed by Noel Harrison....

Love Affair
tain "

recently)
recording
McCoys

LULU'S A LULU !

John Lennon and his father Freddie

Retitled
months
Donovan's success

Back from New York, Maurice

After long
enjoying first

Peter Tork

her

Bert Ambrose.... Now wearing

pence " tilm....One year since Jimi
Hendrix chart debut.... Blackburn
Rovers are not Tony Blackburn's
backing group
"Coming Home" new Tom Jones
racehorse....At Beatles' Apple
boutique,

and

AT LUTON CESAR'S PALACE

Wedding bells for a SMALL FACE-organist IAN McLAGAN (22)

ALLEY CAT

their season at Talk Of The Town this month, Diana Ross

...

VS1513

MGM Flocordsltd 2DesnStesis LoodonW1 REG8321

JOHN L. RANSLEY (London): Many
Rolling Stones' fans must have been
battled, as I was, by the last few

grooves on the first side of "'Their
Satanic Majesties Request."
It just sounds like an electronic noise
gone wrong if played at the normal
speed,

but flip the speed control

from 33 rpm to 45 and what do

you get ? A short but sweet version
of " We Wish You A Merry
Christmas."
PETER ROE (Thureaston. Leics.):
So the Four Tops have a hit with
I can't
understand why the better and
original version by the Lefte Banke

didn't make it, unless it is that
British record buyers haven't yet
woken up to the new American
groups.
The Doors' " Light My Fire " and
Jefferson Airplane's " Somebody To
Love " also failed to make a strong
impression. Let's hope this year
these groups, and also LOve,

Grateful Dead and Country Joe and
the Fish, are recognised over here.
MICHAEL FLYNN (London): At last

Britain has produced a girl singer
comparable to the American greats
like Ella Fitzgerald, Vikki Carr and
Jo Stafford. I am referring to Anita
Harris. I have liked her from the
beginning but her new LP proves
finally what an enormous talent she
has. It is years since I have heard
anything so beautiful.
F. KENNETT (Hull): In the fifties
we had Bo Diddley, Chuck Berry
and Jerry Lee Lewis. Not only did

Edited by
TONY BROMLEY
guitar playing from Robin Trower
is remarkable. He could well take
over from Hendrix and Clapton. For
those who think the Procol Harum
are one -hit wonders just listen to
this LP.

Another TV pop show has been

launched. Here

are

opinions on the subject.
ANI)REW SMITH (Stoke-on-Trent):

found Alan Freeman's new TV
show " All Systems Freeman " an
exciting and refreshing change
from the usual pop Tv.
It was not quite as fast moving as I
I

expected

it

to

be

but

I

And does he really have to
interrupt good records with interself

views,and inane chatter.
CLIVE HOWARD- (Bilston, Staffs.):
On the whole I found " All Systems
Freeman " an enjoyable programme,
When interviewing the Beach Boys,

of your

some

certainly continue to watch it. It Is
the best thing on at the moment.
DAVID WILKINSON (West Parley,
Dorset): Never have I seen a programme so blatantly artificial and
boring as " All Systems Freeman."
The way Alan Freeman was flicking
switches and waving his arms about
as if he was producing the show !
Do they really expect us to believe he
carried off the whole thing by him-

however, why did he only speak to

four of them ? If it is a question
of time wouldn't it be better if he
had less in the show so that each
item could be properly dealt with.

shall

HENRY SELLERS & DANNY 0' DONOVAN
CONGRATULATE

BRITAIN'S No. 1 VOCAL GROVP

THE SYMBOLS

these artists play exciting music,
they also knew how to get the

ON THE SUCCESS OF

audiences really with them.

With the exception of the Beatles,
Tom Jones and a few others, today's pop Is rubbish. I think very
soon teenagers will realise this and

there will be a big rock 'n' roll
revival.
PAULINE THOMPSON (Sheffield):

`THE BEST PART OF BREAKING UP'
THEIR LATEST CHART -BOUND RECORD
EXCLUSIVE AGENCY E. MANAGEMENT:

What does the Alley Cat mean by
saying " Does Tony Blackburn
think
he's
funny ? "
(NM,E
December 23).

I

enjoy his programmes every morn-

ing before I go to work. Some of
his jokes may be corny but at that
time of day no one is in the mood
for slick humour. I think he does
his

job very

well.

He

SELLERS & O'DONOVAN ORGANISATION
SUITE 14, EVELYN HOUSE, 62 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1
TELEPHONE: 01-636 0436.8

certainly

makes my day.
PETER KAY (Sheffield): I am very
surprised that the Prowl Harum
LP has not yet entered the LP
charts. It is one of the most pro-

DIRECT FROM THE AMERICAN CHARTS

THE ORIGINAL HIT VERSION

gressive albums ever made. Half
the tracks on it could have been
big singles for the group.
Not only are the songs good, as is
the piano and organ work, but the

JACK! TRENT
WITH EVERY LITHE TEAR

GLEN

CAMPBELL
SINGS

A DYNAMIC
NEW HIT SONG
'BY THE TIME I GET TO PHOENIX'
and on the back not

but 2 other chart songs

1

'GENTLE ON MY MIND' and 'BURNING BRIDGES'
3 hit songs on 1 big single on ember EMB S 249
RECORDS
SLOANE STREET
EMBER

SUITE 4

-

LONDON

-

CARLTON TOWER PLACE

-

S.W.1

PHONE: 01.245 9339
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